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Graduates, parents and friends: Commencement is always the highlight of the academic year, for the students we are honoring, especially, but also for the faculty and staff who have helped our students achieve so much.

When the COVID-19 pandemic abruptly changed our lives this spring, sending students home and curtailing so many of the activities we all would have experienced had they remained on campus, most painful was the postponement of the University’s Commencement exercises that are traditionally the highlight of the academic year.

Our graduates have gained the experiences and knowledge that their careers and future engagements will demand of them. Ours is a campus where students learn by doing, and our graduates have already proven themselves — winning prestigious case competitions and grants, publishing papers that have gained acclaim from scientists and scholars, and bettering their communities through hands-on internships and practicums.

Outside the classroom, they have embraced their responsibilities as active members of the community. They’ve raised funds to combat deadly disease, provided food for the hungry, taught younger students in local schools and traveled across the globe to work with and learn from their international peers. Their actions and achievements are inspiring and set a high bar for the classes that will follow, and with that they will all remain members of the Binghamton University community.

Our graduates have learned the practical, technical and professional skills that will enable success throughout their careers. But, most important, Binghamton University has provided the foundation in the liberal arts and participation in a diverse and international student body that gives all our students the understanding and perspectives they need to address the challenges we face in society today and in the coming decades.

Commencement is a shared celebration that recognizes not only the talents and perseverance of our graduates, but also the dedication and commitment of the outstanding faculty who helped them learn. And most of all, it allows us to recognize the support and guidance of families and friends.

Though we are not yet celebrating in person, I hope this program will help acknowledge the achievements of our students as scholars and engaged citizens, and mark the turning point when they begin to apply their talents “in the real world.” Whatever the future holds for them, they leave Binghamton with a strong foundation for success.

It has been a pleasure to witness the achievements of the Class of 2020. Graduates, thank you for choosing Binghamton University. I am pleased and proud to celebrate your accomplishments, certain that you are well prepared for the future and that you will continue to make a mark on our world.

Sincerely,

Harvey G. Stenger
President
I extend a warm welcome to our distinguished guests, faculty, staff, family and friends and, of course, to you all my wonderful peers — the reason we are gathered here today. Congratulations Class of 2020! You have done it and this is your moment. It is with great honor that I represent my graduating class in hopes of inspiring you for your journey ahead.

Today marks the end of four years of preparation, the end of three-hour classes, a ton of readings and not to mention, countless papers. We have ended the training period and now it’s time, time for us to go in the field and do what we do best: make an impact. CCPA is special. The education we have received sometimes feels too good to be true, and the fire that has been lit in us will be hard to extinguish.

But truth be told, I am filled with numerous emotions. On one hand, I feel extremely blessed and accomplished, and I’m sure many of you can relate. On the other hand, I feel somewhat conflicted. For the past few months I have been battling with the question, “What am I really going to do with my degree?” I have learned so much, and I could do so much — but where will I be able to make an impact? Through much searching, I believe I have finally found the answer and today I would like to share that with you.

We’ve always been told to be ambitious, but today I challenge you with a slightly different mantra, and that is — pursue purpose. Purpose encompasses your potential, your passion and that thing that will make it easy for you to wake up in the mornings and hard for you to go to sleep at night. Being in human development has trained us to be catalysts for change, taught us the importance of advocating and being allies to those who are vulnerable. But regardless of all we know we have the potential to do, many of us are still unsure of our place in the world. Ask yourselves this question: “Where can I be of value to this generation?” This is not an easy question and one we will all be trying to figure out. However, I believe that, in pursuing our purpose, we will all find the answer.

As we all go our separate ways and encounter different experiences, never forget that you have a unique place in this world. Class of 2020, I implore you to never settle, maximize your potential and pursue your purpose. Continue to serve in your communities, develop your skills and talents and take your place of impact. After all, we are here, destined world changers, for such a time as this.

Finally I leave you with a quote from Bahamian minister Myles Munroe: “If you want to become successful, seek to become a person of value.” Congratulations class of 2020! Thank you.
Welcome families, friends, faculty, staff, distinguished guests and alumni, but most of all, hello Class of 2020!

In just a few short moments we will be traveling across this stage and sprinting toward the light at the end of the tunnel, our futures brightly lit. And after countless hours of hard work, shed tears, laughter and sleep deprivation — I do not blame us. However, before we start making that b-line toward the door and throwing elbows for an ideal photo with the Bearcat outside, I urge all of you to take pause. Be present in this very moment and reflect upon the many lessons that you have gleaned from your time here at Binghamton University. And no, I do not mean the ones from your professors or textbooks. Although the lessons we have learned in the classroom are imperative to our growth and success, what truly develops a person are the lessons we learn from life; those we learn from others.

It can be challenging to understand the value of a moment until it passes, and then many years down the line a light bulb goes off and it all becomes clear why you met a particular individual, struggled with a task or were prevented from following a certain path. As a graduate student, I have had my fair share of light bulb moments already, and I’d like to share a few with you now.

In true social worker fashion, my story begins with a bit of self-disclosure. And, on your end, I trust that each and every one of you can keep a secret.

This past year I have had the privilege and the honor of serving as a student Baxter the Bearcat. I will now pause for dramatic effect, and let each of you consider all of the high-fives, selfies and profile pictures Baxter may have been a part of in your life.

Although quite comical to the select few who knew about my financial endeavors, as it turns out, life is a lot like being a Bearcat.

1.) You are never going to please everyone.

No matter how funny or good of a dancer Baxter was, there was ALWAYS a small child crying in the stands at the sight of him. Whether this five-year-old child turns out to be your boss, a coworker, a friend or a relative, know that no great advancement ever made everyone happy. You are doing the best you can with what you have, and that is enough.

2.) It is okay to ask for help.

Mascots cannot talk. But sometimes, the tail is going to get stuck in a place it should never be and pride must be put aside. There will come a time in our careers when the unexpected happens, when we get stuck. While I am particularly fond of superheroes, carrying the weight of the world on your shoulders can be a detriment to more than just yourself. As some of us have learned, “alone” is not a very practical way to change the world. Remember that you are never alone.

3.) Do what you love; take care of yourself.

I had to wait until I was three minutes from a heat stroke as a Bearcat to realize that, perhaps, you cannot put a price on certain things. As CCPA graduates, we are setting out to “make the world a better place,” but do not forget that tending to your own world first is a crucial step in being an agent of change. Life is short; spend it doing what you love.

Although we are graduating and many of us will be finished with formalized education for the rest of our lives, it is important to remember that we are perpetual students, forever being educated by the world around us.

Class of 2020, I challenge you to learn something new every day; keep your hearts and minds wide open because, often, the greatest lessons lie in the most unexpected of places — even under a furry suit.

Thank you for this opportunity, and I wish the best of luck to each and every one of you in your future endeavors. CCPA Class of 2020, congratulations from the bottom of my heart!
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Welcome family, friends, faculty and administrators. First and foremost, I thank everyone who helped us all get to this point. To our families and friends we have neglected over the past year, thank you for still loving and caring for us. To the faculty, thank you for reminding us that we are also human and for allowing us to cry, laugh or question our decision of choosing this program. You have seen us through all kinds of emotions and yet you continue to support us. For that, we are eternally grateful.

Class of 2020, you have all taken on one of the most challenging yet rewarding qualities of being a person. You have all dared to care. To care about people without regard to their socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, culture, sexual orientation, gender identity or any of several qualities that could make one biased. In a time when there is more focus on what divides us, you have continued to highlight what commonalities we all possess. For that, I say thank you for picking up the mantle and moving nursing, our community and our nation further.

Throughout this program, we have been tested, both literally and figuratively, and pushed to be the best possible versions of ourselves. We have taken all of these potential obstacles in stride and, even if we stumbled, we have supported each other, providing the same compassion and empathy that we share with our patients with one another.

This program has seen us evolve from novices who have had to dust off our knowledge gained while taking prerequisites to students capable of excelling on the NCLEX. The growth has been amazing to see and be a part of. I have observed my peers transition from being hesitant and unsure of how to approach a patient to being confident in their abilities to complete a head-to-toe assessment. We have also grown in our abilities to manage time. When you have four days of clinical with databases, essays, lectures, exams and Lippincott quizzes, your only choice is to carefully structure your time and run off of coffee and sheer will. You might have noticed that I did not mention sleep, though some of us did manage to sleep and eat! Fun fact: We learned that four macadamia nuts are all you need to survive a 12-hour shift. These lessons gave us insight into ourselves and forced us to decide if we wanted to look at these challenges as insurmountable obstacles or just a set of hurdles we’d trained to leap over on our track to success. These moments also enabled us to put ourselves in the place of the patients we would care for as we made sacrifices and prioritized what was most important. Some of the people we care for must make the difficult choice between taking care of themselves or getting the job done. We now have a glimpse into that and can empathize with them.

Although we acquired the technical skills to be an excellent nurse in the classroom, it was our times out of the classroom where we flourished. Our first stop was entering a nursing home and working with its residents. Do you remember how long it took us to do an assessment? Can you imagine taking that amount of time in a hospital? We are thankful the patients had patience with us. Our next stop brought us to pediatrics and more time with the geriatric population or medical-surgical and obstetrics. Our knowledge base grew as we learned to care for those who have just taken their first breath — and those who have taken over a century of breaths. We saw the miracle that is birth and we saw the end...
while working with patients in hospice care. Next, we continued to hone our skills in the work of medical-surgical nurses or transitioned to psychiatric nursing. Some of us discovered that we had fantastic psychosocial skills, while others discovered that working in a locked unit was not their cup of tea. We then went out into the community for experiences with in-home care, hospice, prisons, schools and primary care offices. This diverse experience let us see all the different possibilities that the field of nursing offers us. Finally, we moved into senior capstones where we focused on our areas of interest — some of us in the ORs and ICUs; others in emergency departments and various medical-surgical units.

The lessons we learned from one another might be my most cherished memories. Through this journey, there have been tears, laughter, victories and a few L’s along the way. One of the moments that brought both tears and laughter was when I had no clue what a “Diva Cup” was. Luckily, I was surrounded by knowledgeable peers who could teach me. You all showed me that there are people out there who genuinely care and can blend their strong scientific minds with tender hearts.

We are a new generation of nurses. It is up to us to move this profession forward. With our array of previous experiences, we can provide a different outlook on the field. There is no need to do the status quo “because that’s how it’s done.” We need to continue to ask, “Why?” and to “own our practice.” Nursing is a field where anything is possible. Never forget that or that the people to your left and right will be amazing resources as you navigate your journeys. Let’s take all we have learned and go out and make a positive impact on our communities.

I am so glad to be a part of this class. Especially since we are now “hotter by another degree.” To those unfamiliar with our exams, after completing an assessment we were required to show our device to the faculty to see a green screen. Today, Class of 2020, we are the green screen. Now that this program has come to an end, we can say we are a visionary class. What else could you call the Class of 2020?
Good afternoon graduates, family, faculty and administrators. I am so proud to speak in front of and on behalf of the Decker School of Nursing Class of 2020! It is truly an honor to be representing a group of intelligent, compassionate and resilient graduates. Spending the past four years at Binghamton with all of you has been a pleasure.

The Decker Class of 2020 is not just a group of people; we are a family. I mean, what other graduating class has literally bathed one another at 8:30 in the morning? I’ve witnessed this class grow as individuals, helping one another become stronger and more confident in the process.

Thank you to all the faculty members at Decker who have dedicated an intense amount of time to help us all to be the successful people we are today. I want to give a shout out to Lori [Sprague] for making me appreciate hand hygiene more than anyone else could, and to Rosa [Darling], who will be pinning us later, for investing her time into helping us all conquer the terrifying world of pathophysiology.

I also thank all of our parents, grandparents, siblings, friends and other family members. All of your love, support and motivation has gotten us through our toughest moments, and made our achievements taste even sweeter as we share them with all of you.

Now I’d like to take you all on a journey to the past. Our first stop on this journey is freshman-year chemistry. The year is 2016, the time is 2 a.m. and the weather is depressing. You’re sitting at your desk studying for your exam, angrily wondering why you would ever need to know the structure of an atom to be a good nurse.

The year turns to 2017, and you find yourself elbows deep inside of a skinless cat. “Wow! I’m glad I know all the muscles of this cat; this is really going to help me save lives one day,” you think to yourself.

Now it’s 2018, and your heart is racing as you’re about to begin your first skills lab checkoff. You beg all your roommates to let you practice taking blood pressures on them until their arms are numb. Hand hygiene principles are drilled so deep into your head that you now catch yourself singing “Happy Birthday” as you wash your hands in the fraternity bathroom.

Fast forward to 2019, and you’re getting more comfortable with patient care. You’re assigned yet another group project, have a care plan due at midnight and you wonder why they can’t just give you a break.

Now it’s graduation, and you’re reflecting on your time at Decker — and it all begins to make sense.

All of our classes, whether they be chemistry, microbiology, anatomy or pathology, have taught us to be the unstoppable critical-thinkers and problem-solvers we are today. Nursing has been deemed the most trusted profession for the past 18 years and it is our duty as the new generation of nurses to continue this trend.

We did not expect our senior year to end the way that it did. We all missed out on the senior activities we’ve waited four years for, including Decker Formal and having our proper goodbyes. However, we are a class of resilient and tough individuals who are ready to tackle whatever life throws at us. Along with our faculty, we continued to practice the nursing mission to protect and serve the public by going to work at hospitals, conducting research, volunteering and donating. It is easy to realize all the negatives of current circumstances, but we can choose to remain optimistic and hopeful. Starting our healthcare careers during a pandemic is frightening, but many of us have already demonstrated courage and are eager to contribute to the frontline battle.

We will provide the nursing profession with fresh ideas and a new outlook on how to tackle the emerging health problems this world faces. We will emerge as leaders and demonstrate the courage to share innovative ideas while implementing evidence-based practice. We will remember that nursing is a blend of art and science, and perform every task with compassion in our hearts.

I wish you all the best as you continue this journey and begin your lives as professional nurses. Now let’s celebrate and vow to never wear a pair of dark green scrubs again!
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<tr>
<td>Ava Mei Loch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Sarah Loughran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britanny Lowman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Miao Miao Magnani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Marte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Kathleen McGory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayleigh M. McGovern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Rose McNamara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Ann McNamara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciara Nickole McNeil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaela Catherine McPherson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Jessica Melshenker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charline Miny</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Moleta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Monaco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Ilana Morgenstine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Therese Morley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Mrazik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma M. Munoz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Minglai Ng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Taah Krumah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Maria Oliveri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Melinda Olsen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maragret Elizabeth Olson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Patchett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bresanne Mary Payson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Julia Pekul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadya Petchenly**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Thomas Petrelli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Nora Piepho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa E. Pirger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bat-Sheva Polishuk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Marie Polmatier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristie Poncelet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Mariah Poveromo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean M. Putnam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Qu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanna Mariela Quituisaca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia G. Ramil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Jo Rising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marybelle Angelica Rivera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Jo Rosenbaum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia P. Rotundo**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikayla Marie Ruthig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Marie Saarie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyitope Salako</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasey Sandler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Sanito</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Haley Schiff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Anne Schulman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Gabriel Schuster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria A. Scorzelli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Nicole Segal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Thomas Segreti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannnon M. Seitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Jane Sirochinsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Marie Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Song</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Paige Stapleton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Stark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Ruth Stephens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakile Ada - Yejide Stephenson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Stone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailyn Danica Suarez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Sue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacia Suzanne Sullivan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Sutton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Swanhart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Ann Sypa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Dianne Thilman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Marie Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shojuanie Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer L. Thrall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan E. Thrall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Trochcia Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Rose Tucci</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Taylor Vaco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Leigh VanBenSchoten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Vaughn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Lee Paige Waite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Katherine Wallace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Ward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavee Theresa Wynne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Yap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Zen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhanjingting Zhang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuyi Zhao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudy Zulme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Degrees awarded summer 2019 | **Degrees awarded fall 2019 | ***Degrees awarded winter 2020
HARPPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Welcome esteemed faculty, administrators, staff, family, friends and fellow graduates.

This graduation is clearly a little different than what we all expected it to be. It is not May 2020 and perhaps not everyone who had planned to come to this ceremony was able to do so. Perhaps as a graduate yourself, you are watching from home. In May, while sitting at home in quarantine, my father handed me a newspaper and splayed out in large letters across the middle of the page was a message that read “To the Class of 2020: Commencement Advice For a Moment of Crisis.” And that’s exactly what this is — “a moment of crisis.” Many here have had to take their final college classes online, we went to the Champagne Sendoff virtually and it seems like Zoom will one day take over the world. Whether we like it or not, the world we are entering as graduates is vastly different from the one we began college, different from the one we expected to enter when we would graduate. But through reading those advice pieces in the newspaper, I came to realize that, while this time will be remembered as a time of great loss, “a crisis,” it will also be remembered as one of immense kindness, solidarity and camaraderie. Through this experience we have learned what really matters in life, and how we can best make the world a brighter place.

One of these advice pieces was from Bill and Melinda Gates, who ended their column, “Class of 2020, these are not easy times. But we will get through them. And with your leadership, the world will be stronger than before.” Through our time at Binghamton, we have gained that leadership, our own unique blend of determination, courage and compassion needed to affect the change and cultivate a more positive world, even if we don’t quite know yet what our unique blend is.

This is something that I have personally grappled with throughout my college experience: questioning who I am and my role in society. I remember, during my first year at Binghamton, I was sitting in my First-year Research Immersion class, probably doodling as I did in most classes, when someone said something that caught my attention. They said that the average person changes careers about five to seven times in their lifetime. Not simply jobs, but careers. That statistic shocked me. I had always thought that most people, once they started college, and especially by graduation, had it more or less figured out — who they were, what they wanted to do, and who they wanted to be.

But my journey here at Binghamton University has made me realize that cannot be further from the truth. I applied to Binghamton as a biology major and expected to go into a career in the sciences. I then decided to take on art history as a second major and thought I would go into architecture. But the summer before my senior year I realized that, while I loved art and architectural history, a career as an architect was not for me. Which stressed me out. Here I was, entering my senior year and I was back to square one: I had no clue what I should do with the rest of my life.

But I needn’t have been so worried. Because, at Binghamton, without even realizing it, we have gained so many of the skills we need for our lives ahead. I’m referring to the communication skills we learned from living in the residence halls and participating in clubs; the writing skills and intellectual creativity we developed (although some might call it BS’ing) when we inevitably started a research paper at midnight the night before it was due. Even the Excel skills we learned from the hours spent just trying to make one graph for a math class. And the open-mindedness, compassion and cultural awareness we gained by being surrounded by people from different backgrounds, skin colors, religions, ethnicities and experiences other than our own. We have had professors, mentors and friends with whom we have been able to exchange ideas, and get advice and learn from on a daily basis.
We have learned to constantly push the limits of what is possible, to never take anything for granted and to always strive to make the world a better place.

That final summer as a college student, I had the opportunity to look closely at myself, and I saw just how far I had come since that first-year class. And I realized that no matter what, I would be all right.

As a lover of history and biology, I quote Teddy Roosevelt, the “conservationist president,” who said, “I have never in my life envied a human being who led an easy life. I have envied a great many people who led difficult lives and led them well.” We are going through what I hope will be one of the most trying times we will endure as a nation, as a community and as individuals. Life is not meant to be a straight line. There are twists and turns, and sometimes it may feel like we’re going backward. A global pandemic was not in anybody’s life plan. But to be successful and impactful, all we need is a little courage — courage to remain true to ourselves in the face of all adversity.

Graduation is an amazing time when we get to celebrate all we have achieved during our years as undergraduates. But this moment can also be a stressful time. We have left the security of place we have called home for four years and are venturing out into the unknown — the “real world.” Some of you may know exactly what you want to do — and you might have known this since you were five. But I know that most of us have struggled with our future. We may have changed our majors once, twice or maybe five times. We may have a job or be in graduate school; or we may not. And that’s OK. Because despite any uncertainty, we have the grounding and support to continue to take on whatever life throws at us.

So dare to rise to the challenges. Don’t be afraid of change. Change your career path five times; change it 10 times! Push yourself to be the best person that you can be, the most authentic version of yourself — whatever that may look like for you. As we continue to grow, we will learn more about ourselves — who we are and who we want to be, and how we can leave this world brighter than we found it, especially in this “moment of crisis.” And with any luck, we will never stop growing and learning. But we will be ready.

Congratulations to the historic Class of 2020!
Hello, everyone: Administrators, faculty, family, friends and fellow graduates. In the words of one of the greatest kings of our time, “Remember who you are.”

Throughout the years, these words have gained more and more meaning for me with each success, little or big. And during my bad days, I have turned to this phrase to power through them with equanimity. This nugget of wisdom was imparted by one of the finest leaders of his generation: Mufasa. Yes, I recognize that Mufasa is an animated lion from the Disney classic The Lion King, but this movie has shaped so much of my childhood, now my adulthood, and has taught me three valuable life lessons that I hope you carry with you as you go through your own circle of life.

One. We are all connected — whether it is your friendships, family, romantic relationships or LinkedIn connections, we are together. The bonds we have made over the last few years here at Binghamton will last us a lifetime. Take heed of what each connection, whether it is an existing one or a future one, is making you experience. We always receive the lessons we need, but it is up to us to listen, so keep an open mind as you go on. And when you encounter a difficult person, be kind. Cherish the value that each person brings to your life. Especially today. Let the people you love know that you love them, and always express your gratitude for their presence in your life.

Two. Laugh in the face of danger. We’re stepping out into the world now and life will ruthlessly throw challenges our way. However, if you keep in mind that everything you have been through has brought you to this moment, you will be able to handle what you encounter. Let it try you, let it scrutinize you, let it examine you — but you must persevere. Remain humble if you succeed and if you fail, accept it gracefully. Be grateful for the experience and reflect on it. As Rafiki, the wise mandrill in The Lion King, so eloquently says, “The past can hurt. But the way I see it, you can either run from it or learn from it.”

Three. Most importantly, let Mufasa’s wise words permeate: Remember who you are. In the film, Rafiki says to Mufasa’s son Simba: “The question is: Who are you?” A simple but profound question. We came to Binghamton not knowing the answer to this question, and we’re leaving with at least part of an answer because we are still so young and have much to learn. One thing is for sure — we are leaving having built the foundations of our character. When you walk across that stage, remember what beliefs and values you are going to carry in your hands as you continue on. Use your truths as a sort of base when the going gets tough, and I guarantee you will stay on the right path, your path. And so I dare to ask you all, “Who are you?”

While I hope that you will all be reflecting on the life lessons I shared from The Lion King, I hope even more that you’re thinking to yourself, “I really need to re-watch that movie.” From the bottom of my heart, I would like to thank the faculty that has made an impact on my time at Binghamton. And to my friends and family, thank you for always encouraging me to be my best. Congratulations to the class of 2020! I wish you good luck in all your future endeavors and may you all find what you’re looking for in your lives.
Hello everyone! Congrats on graduating! You've made it both academically and personally, because yes, school can be really hard, but personal lives can get so much harder than that. I know that's been the case for me. Then again, I am a theatre major so what do I know about hard classes?

I feel like people in my generation are generally seen as struggling with their personal lives, stereotyped as depressed and nihilistic, struggling with the idea of "What's the point? What's it all about?" regarding life. And sure, it's a stereotype, but I feel like it's a little true. I feel like we're generally more skeptical and afraid of the real world, for a variety of reasons, especially nowadays. And yet here we are! At a ceremony dedicated entirely to us going out into the real world!

So, I figured I would use some optimism and my "humanities-based-degree" to give you my two cents on what makes life all that it's cracked up to be. Why going out into the world from here doesn’t need to be hyper-scary, and hopefully you’ll walk away a little wiser on how to achieve what I believe to be the ultimate goal in life: being happy. I've got three key concepts for you — and these are the things that I've discovered truly matter in life.

Number one: Your own well-being. College unfortunately is a wonderful place to just — not take care of yourself. But whether it's your mental health, physical health or anything in between, you need to be taking care of the one thing that will stay with you your entire life — yourself — and in the end what these other two points play into — making sure that you, yourself, are okay. And it's fine to not be okay, and it's fine to not want to be okay sometimes, but you gotta be selfish, you know? You gotta say, I'm doing this for me. And that's okay. Don't ever be afraid to give yourself that permission, especially when the world really seems like it's stacked up against you.

Number two: The things you care about. Things that give purpose, meaning and, well, life to your life. For me, it's acting and music, and I am extremely lucky that I've been going to school here for primarily those things. So, if any of you out there aren't necessarily as lucky, I implore you, never forget to tune into what you really enjoy. Sure, many of us won't be spending our careers doing the things we love to do, but that's okay, as long as you make the time to go do those things. Don't deprive yourself of what makes you happy! You may think you have to put that all away in order to go live an industrious and successful life, but you don't. They go hand in hand, even in the real world.

Number three: And I'd argue this is the most important: Other people. Other human beings. I'm not gonna do the thing where I tell you “look to your left, look to your right” or whatever because that's always been cheesy — but seriously. Maybe you're sitting with someone you know. Maybe it's someone you've known for a long time. I know that our Theatre Department is so small, I've been seeing half the people I'm sitting with every day for, like, four years straight! Point is, nothing matters if you don't have human connection. You can't take care of yourself if you don't have someone to talk to about it. Your interests never grow or change if you don't have someone to share them with. So don't be afraid of making these connections, even if they're minor or seem temporary, because you never know who's gonna change your life, and you never know who will end up sticking around. To put it simply: cherish your time with everyone.

It's a bit of a crazy world out there right now, as I'm sure you all know. But when things get tough out there, when things seem impossible and nothing seems to go your way, just remember: Find the people you love. Do the things you love. And love yourself. That's all you'll need.

Thank you.
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Dean Elizabeth S. Chilton

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Emily Rose Abatecola
Matthew Abdelmalek*
Michael Abel*
Alexandra Lee Abels*
Alyssa Abesamis
Kimberly Alice Abrahall
Heather Mandi Abraham
Simon Abramov
Jacob Charles Abramowitz
Allison Claire Abrams
Jason Alan Abramson*
Ajah Renee Anise Adams
Allison Rebecca Adler**
Oluwafunmbi M. Adejola
Matthew Scott Adolph
Nikki Afshar
Denis A. Afoakwah
Samuel Aghassi
Brett Joseph Agrest**
Jonathan Iliya Agyeno
Rachel Ahdoot
Ishaq Ahmad**
Maisha Ahmed
Brittany Aikhuele
Joseph Abraham Aini
George Akgl
Sahar Akhlaq
Naile F. Akhter
Aquil I. Alexander
Elyssa Alfieri
Alina Maria Alfonsi
Carol Alfonso
Christopher Nathan Alford
Gina Milagros Alberti
Julio Cesar Almonte Jr.
Charles James Altman
Melvina Amamoo
Bianca Marie Amanini
Brittany Amankwah
Kelly Amberger
Sophie Taylor Ambrosino
Jake Ambrosio
Alfi Shahrin Amin
Thomas An
Gina Marie Anasagasti**
Lucas M. Anderson
Jasmine Mariah Andralliski
Hunter C. Andrasko
Christopher Louis Andreotta**
Caolilnn Faye Andrews**
Liane Louise Edano Angeles
Rachel Nicole Anselwicz
Ingrid Aparicio
Alina Apelian
Jordyn E. Appleget
Matthew Arakelian*
Camila Vinhal Araujo*
Gina Anne Arcidiacono
Luis Enrique Guillermo Arias Alvarez
Manuela Arroyave*
Henry Ward Ash
Nicholas A. Ashley
Nicole R. Assaro
Kali Aswad*
Jordan Atary
Sydney Rosemary Atendido
Laura Ann Augleria*
Charlene T. Aurelius
Belmin Avdic
Jillian Sarah Axelrod
Michelle Nicole Ayala
Juliet A. Aycock
Chantel Dominique Ayuso**
Aaron M. Azieli
Ahmed M. Babar**
Christopher Bacchus**
Jada Marissa Bacchus
Erica Nicole Bachiller
Victoria Ashlee Baez*
Alexandra L. Baffo
Alhaji Suliaman Bah
Amela Bajramovic
Autumn Marie Baker
Ava Carley Baker
Katherine Genevieve Baker
Matthew D. Baker
Sarah Christine Baker
Samantha Lynn Bakke
Jonathan Balakhane***
Meir Balassiano
Sabrina Jean Balducci
Parker Charles Balduf
Maya Marika Ballamon
Megan Balter
Violeta Bangiyev
Alexander Baratta
Emily P. Barbosa
Nathan Wayne Barker
Emily Marie Barnes
Marie-Lise Baroutjian
Zaina Barrera
Hannah Zoe Bartell
Anushka Barua
Morgan Elizabeth Basset
Olive Batista
Sarah Alexandra Batterner
William Francis Bauer III
Wesley Thomas Baxter*
Kaylee Rose Bayer
Erik Joseph Beacco
Sadelle Beaul
Sarah Elizabeth Beaver
Joshua Ross Becker
Rebecca Sarah Becourtney
Kristen Lynn Behrens**
Youssera Belhachmi
Kieran Thomas Bell*
Sydney Alexis Bell
Rosemary Agnes Bellemare
Jonathan F. Bello
Alexandra Marie Belyea
David R. Benaroch*
Samantha Ann Benedetto
Ariana Ariela Benhuri**
Matthew R. Benninger*
Simona G. Bentel
Hannah Rose Berggren
Melissa J. Bernstein
Alina Bernstein
Carly Rose Berntsen
Cally Ting Bertner
Samantha Kayla Berube
Dara K. Beseler
Talia Bessler*
Gary A. Beygel*
Jacob Aaron Bezner**
Chanda A. Bhandal***
Yangzhou Bian
Amelia C. Biancardi
Janna Lauren Bickoff
Rebecca H. Biddle
Candice E. Biegler
Olivia M. Billeci**
Erin P. Bishop
Harry P. Bittker*
Michelle Grenadier Blafede
Ryan Blair
Natasha Faith Blaise
Tori Marie Bliss
Evan Blumenthal
Jonathan Daniel Bluvstein
Ryan Dale Boatman**
William Laurence Bodkin
Mykhaylo V. Bodnarchuk*
Halimatou Mama Bokum**
Joseph James Bondor***
Gabriel Levi Bonduryansky*
Juanalberto Fabion Bonilla**
Ricardo E. Bonnet
Zachary C. Bosak
E. M. Bourke
Jonathan Bouza
Alison Mary Bowers
Tequan R. K. Bowie*
John Andrew Boyer
Alyssa Paige Boyle
Jeremy Bernard Boyle
Michael F. Boyle**
Kathleen Marie Bradbury
Ryan Martin Brandow
Douglas Matthew Braun
Rachel Nicole Breslow
Caroline Brickley
Katherine Anne Brickle**
Haley Marie Bridge**
Fidel Alberto Briones
Jess Brody
Aidan Joshua Brown
Alexa Elle Brown
Alexia J. Brown
Hayden T. Brown
Kevin Matthew Brown
Nicholas M. Brown
Selena Brown
Shantel Crystal Marie Brown
Tashawn Brown***
Dakota May Browne
Paul Gerard Bruato
Micayla Rose Brugelli**
Marisa Alyxandra Bruno
Patrick William-Francis Brush*
Petagaye Althea Bryan
Benjamin Joseph Buchholz
Miranda Lynn Buckland
Kayleigh Elizabeth Bugalla**
Dai T. Bui
Ann H. Bukhalter
Rezo Bunturi
Keno A. Burchhardt
Matthew Loyd Burghardt**
Eric M. Burke
Hannah Lee Burke**
Ashley M. Burns
Jack Robert Burns**
Sidra Butt
Allison Ruth Byrne
Arianny Cabrera
Camila Cabrera Salazar
Alexander Baiyon Cadet
Christine Asia Cadet
Binhui Cai**
Kevin A. Cairo
Abigail E. Calandra
Camila Cabrera Salazar
Jonathan Anthony Caputo III
Victoria Alexis Cappo
Catherine Maria Calidonna
Michael Camhe
Kyle Camilliare
Ethan W. Campbell
Jacqueline Josephine Campbell
Michael Ronald Campi
Gabriel Mario Campos
Michael T. Camussi*
Haofei Cao
Derrick Rene Capa
Amanda Kristine Choy
Nicola Abdul Capocci
Sarah Catalina Carty
Gabrielle M. Casagrande
Maximo Casimiro
Peter Carmine Casola
Jordan Ashlyn Castro
Jaclyn Catala*
Viktoria Alexandra Cegielski
Rudy Cen
Jesus Raul Cepin**
MyeongHwan Cha
Abraham Robert Chabbott
Alexander Thomas Chacho
Joshua J. Chadick
Douglas Knox Chadwick
Victoria J. Chan*
Brandon Evan Chancey
Chennelle Venecia Channer*
Philip Z. Chao
Moses Chapin
Zackary Youssef Chaqor
Nikita Asia Char
Kyla Hana Chaptan
Talia Chasen
Nathan Chau**
Kaitlyn Audrey Chavez*
Jose M. Chavez
Caelah Simone Chavis**
Muyao Che
Brian W. Chen*
Chongyi Chen**
Elaine Chen
Hanyu Chen*
Ida Chen
Jun Hua Chen**
Karen Chen*
Lei Chen**
Tianheng Chen
Xiaohao Chen
Benson Cherian
Jeffrey Varghese Cheruvu
Elton Cheung
Claire M. Childs
Jessica Marie Childs
Hana Cho
Andrew Choi
Celina Chow*
Usamaah Mahmud Chowdhury
Amanda Kristine Choy
Alexander D. Christen
Jack R. Christie
Harrison Chung*
Nicholas Cingranelli
Vincent Joseph Ciullo***
Ashley J. Clark
Trevor A. Clark
Sophea Mari Clarke
Liam Sebastian Clayton
Christopher G. Cleary**
Hanna Lee Clow
Andrea Covicha
Gabriella Nicole Cognard
Chelsea Paige Cohen
Dylan A. Cohen
Ethan Leo Cohen
Jonathan G. Cohen
Laine Elizabeth Cohen
Matthew A. Cohen*
Mayan Miriam Cohen
Mia Sara Cohen
Sophia Faye Cohen
Jesse Cohen-Lindors
Allison Leigh Coleman
Owen David Collier
Cathrena Buckley Collins
Gabriella Collura
Myles Austin Comma
Noah Lawrence Cone
Holden Dante Melo Contreras
Tyler Elizabeth Conzone*
Brendan Thomas Corcoran
Luis Cordova**
John Thomas Corey
Liam Eamon Corr
Giselle Marie Cortez
Christina Corulla
Anthony M. Costagliola
Meredith Sherwood Cottle
Juliana Rachel Cox
Kaitlin L. Coyne
Jonathan D. Cran*a
Nicholas John Crandall
Kristen Crawford*
Kristin Aline Crowder
Tracy James Crowell Jr.*,***
Anthony J. Cruz
Edgar Cruz
Lauren Cruz
Christian Cuatlatl
Joseph A. Cucinella
Christopher Cucinotta
Alessandra E. Cucuzza*
Jiahao Cui
Jinjing Cui
Christopher John Cummings
Kathen Alan Ray Cummings
Margaret Anne Cummings
Kaylie Cunningham
Francesco Cupelli
Hannah Elizabeth Curley
Amanda Marie Curry
Jake Curtin
Emily Anne Curtis
Hayly E. Czubinski
Amanda Nicole D'Alessio
Laura Michelle D'Angelo
Michael Nino D'Angelo**
Kai A. Dacosta
Olivia A. Daigneau
Matthew C. Daly**
Timothy Patrick Daly*
Elena Rose Damo
Jason Danglo
Emily Morgan Danielson
Sarah Emily Dann
Alexa Elizabeth Dantona
Brenda Darcy**
Alisa Divya Danson*
Matthew T. DaSilva
Derek Thomas Dattero
Alexis V. Daughton
Cori Allyson Daumen
Christopher Davila
Julia Margaret Davis
Leshae Davis
Racquel P. Davis**
Zachary Michael Davis
Simone Rose DeBellis
Alexander B. Deeea
Gregory Dominick DeCola
Christopher A. DeDonato
Gianna Marie Degrezia
Hiram Carl Dejesus
Chloe DeJohn**
Alexis Nicole Delbasso
Gabriela B. DeLeon*
Joseph A. Dell'Arciprete**
Juliette Eva Della Russo
Oriole De Los Santos
Joseph F. Del Vicario Jr.*
Laryssa Marie DeMarco***
Sean Thomas Denara
Katherine D. Dennen
Daniel Wesley Deppe
Bryce R. DeSantis
Ann Nicole Descovich
Jacob D. Deutsch
Noah R. Devaney
Kelsey Clare Devine
Christopher Ryan Devins*
Daniel Devlin
Jacob Schwartz DeVito
Thierno M. Diallo
Cindy Dias
Geraldin Noemis Diaz*
Ricardo Diaz Marrero Sr.**
Taina Magdalena Diaz
Matthew P. DiBella*
Nicole R. DiBenedetto**
Dylan E. DiCicco
Andrew James DiDonato
Michael Harris Diekow*
Isabel A. Dietrich
Lucia Diep
Linfei Ding
Jada Diodato
Salvatore Philip DiPaolo
Gregory Michael DiPaul**
Rachel Melissa DiSibio
Plamena Svetoslava Diulgerova
Dana DiVincenzo
Amber L. Dixon*
Ryan Robert Dixson
Ethan Michael Dobbs
Jack Peter Doherty
Nisa Alexa Raso
Bailey Alexandra Raspler
Robert Rathgeber
Girija Rathore**
Emily P. Ravinsky**
George J. Raynor Jr.
Daniel Kenneth Ready
Daniel Reddington
Ghryfin Emiddio Maelor Reece-Evans
Allison Lynn Regan
Christopher Patrick Reilly Jr*
Ryan Eileen Reilly
Shanayah Renoe
Cindy Raquel Reyes Escobedo***
Lauren Nancy Reyes
Patrick Jayson Castillo Reyes
Stefanie Reyes*
Amanda Michele Ricci
Jadon Michael Rich**
Samantha L. Ridings
Andrew Michael Riggio
Timothy Vincent Rinck
Tara Elizabeth Rini*
Amanda Marie Riple
Gena Elizabeth Rising
Adam Rivera**
Brian O. Rivera
Dazriel J. Rivera**
Valeria Rivera*
Alexa Thalia River-Colon
Chelsea Lenora Rivers
Rolaya Roberts***
Pamela Robinson**
Tajshna Robinson
Leisa R. Rockelein
Justin K. Rockitten**
Nicholas River Rockwood
Alejandra Rodas
Alena Katalin Rodriguez
Erika N. Rodriguez*
Jorge A. Rodriguez
Maria Isabel Rodriguez Gonzalez*
Micheal Nicholas Rodriguez**
Misty Lou Rodriguez**
Ryan Cristian Rodriguez
Caelum V. Rogers
Cassandra June Rogers
James C. Rogers
Zeanetta Mbira Rogers
Eliana Marriann Rohrig*
Kathryn Emma Rohrig
Alexandra Jennifer Rokhlin
Jennifer M. Roman
Lea Romano
Sarah L. Roedenburg
Nathaniel Joseph Rose
Alexandra Rosenard
Lily R. Rosenberg
Damon Rosenberg
Adam Samuel Rosenblatt
Ayelet Rosenbloom
Danielle Amanda Rosenkilde
Emma Michaela Ross
Leah Marie Rossi
Maya Simone Roteman
Casey N. Roth
John E. Rottkamp Jr.
Ian Reed Rubin
Caitlyn Ruggiero
Gabrielle Elizabeth Ruspantini
Madison Leigh Russ
Erica Ivy Russell
Thomas Walter Russo Jr.*
Claudia J. Rutley
Kelly Ryan
Evon Keith Ryan
Tristine Michael Sabatini***
Marisa Danielle Sabino
Benjamin F. Saer
Yamira Amanda Saez*
Neketa Saini
Adama Sakho
Emilio Alejandro Salcedo
Emily P. Salch
Michael Lazaros Salerno
Zachary A. Salisbury
Victoria A. Sallows
Kelly Anne Sampson
Maximillian H. Samson
Asha Samtan
Maya Winnie Samuel
Julissa Marie Sanabria
Ashley Marie Sanchez
Joseph R. Sanchez
Amanda L. Sanger
Victoria Brooke Sanger
John James Umali Santiago
Olivea Joan Santos
Ethan Hutchens Saquing
Emmanuel Sarfo*
Manosky Sarrette
Bayleigh A. Sauerwald
George Savas
Berkeley Marie Sawester
Christian J. Sayage
Calandra L. Scahill
Brian T. Scala
Justin Anton Scannello
Abby Schaeffer
Danielle Kay Schaeffer*
Michaelle G. Schaffer
Michaela Pearl Schapiro
Alexandra Chaer Scharf
Juliana Rose Scheckter
Ellysha Michelle Scherer
Alessandra Ivana Schiavi
Shannon Schierenbeck
Courtney Schmelz*
Christina Michelle Schneider
Casey Schnoor
Joseph Schofield
Oliver M. Schoenfeld
Maxmillian Schutz
Leora Ruth Schwaldr
Steven Richard Schwarz**
Matthew Anthony Sc iarino III
Christian Amadeus Scleppi
Anthony C. Scalfani
Jessica Alexandra Scott
Patricia A. Searles
Bella Seastrand
Lauren Olivia Sebesta**
Megan M. Sedita
Joseph Jacques Seif
Freddi E. Semel
Sarah Rose Sensi
Jordan Sergio
Emily R. Serling
Kristen Jennifer Seward
Nicholas J. Seyfert
Ronald James Seymour III**
Cody Jacob Shaffer**
Kayla Shafkowitz
Claire E. Shapiro
Morgan P. Shai
Bridget Marie Shanley
Zoe Sophie Shannon
Ryan Joseph Sharpelletti
Margaret Shea
Samantha Shek
Jacob S. Shereck
Thomas John Sheremetta
Kayla Lindsay Sheridan**
Keith Lewis Sherman
Michael Patrick Sherman
Jiaxuan Shi
Yifan Shi
Dongyoon Shin
Hyoung Jin Shin
Korreiy Shin
Suyeon Shin
Julia Erin Shire
Bailey Kristine Shirk**
Gabriel Joseph Shore
Ben B. Shraga
Lilah Alexandre Shrier
Zoey Robin Shulman
Lauren N. Sicardi
Taha Ahmad Siddiqui**
Zia Ahmed Siddiqui*
Mason A. Siegel
Corrine Rose Sikorski
Tanya Silenko
Luis S. Silva
Annie Janet Sim
Anna Theresa Simek**
Gage M. Simmons*
Veronica Ramona Simo
Jason Ian Simon
Ara J. Simonian*
Destiny Simpson
Natalie Alexandra Sinclair*
Impeet Singh
Kyle R. Singh
Daniel B. Singh Guzman
Kessrin Singhaviraj
Brittaney Sarah Skavla
Christine Viola Skorupa
Emily Winifred Sloan
Annabeth Daryl Sloan
Margaret G. Slocum
Austin Samuel Smith
Catherine M. Smith
Christian William Smith
Kalie Karabon Smith
Matthew Meng Smith MMS
Lindsey S. Snyder
Anna Nicole Sokolowski
Izabella M. Solarz
Benjamin Soleimani
Alex B. Somerstein
Brenda S. Son
Inarra N. Sorathiya
Craig David Specht
Tyler Blake Spellman
Gina Spigonardo
Anna Maria Sprou
Jennifer Sprechels
Briana Sky Squires
Kaya Sivan Sror-Choi***
Bren Lee Stace
Kesondra L. Stafford
Erin V. Stahley
Hallee Marie Stangeby
Nick Stariykovsky
Elisa P. Starling
Elianna A. Starr
Jordan R. A. Stealey**
Tyler Matthew Steele
Nicole Stefanick
Julia Brianne Steitz*
Kyle J. Stemke
Brian K. Stemke
Marni Gail Stempler
Talibah Stephenson
Jenna Ann Stimmel*
Taylor Lance Stolp
Natalie Marlene Marasigan Stone
Ellis Christina Stoner**
Jessica Lauren Storozum
Zachary Tyler Strandberg*
Ryan Strick
Elijah John Strossner
Keith Joseph Stroppel**
Matthew J. Sturm
Caroline Ross Stuto**
Rachel R. Stuttman**
Daniella Francesca Styagova
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Dyanna Frances Bohorques
Madeline Grace Mazzotta
Erik J. Toftε
Kaleigh E. Watkins**
Kelsey Ann Watts

Jasper Baur
Stacey Joy Bayer
Robert Gerald Beblavy
Luisa Catherine Belfiore
Yeuheniy Valeriy Belinsky
Bailey Janine Benson
Julia Tess Berliner
Sara Berlinger**
Meryem Berrada
Jordan Maxwell Bloom
Steven Tyler Blum
Steven Bordengo
Shannon Blair Borucke
Griffin Bouchard
Dani Bousaid
Connor Edward Brabant*
Colin D. Bradley
Audrey M. Brazinski**
Hunter Reese Brink
Katia E. Brock
Alexander James Brodie
Jessica N. Brown
Meghan Patricia Browne
Jacob Scott Buchner
Maria T. Bugay
Brandon A. Bullock
Adrian Lorkovic Burke
Jason Caci*
Louis Cafaro**
Xue Wen Cai
Brandon Ricky Camarda
Matthew L. Campbell
Jaime Lynn Campbell
Ecem Canbulan
Matteo Romano Capasso
Andrew Capriglione
Chloe Emma Carlson
Maria Jean Carlucci
Victoria Caroli**
Alexander Miguel Carpio**
Megan Louise Carrie
Madeline Rose Castagna
Lauren Maria Castaldo
Jennifer Castracane
Samantha Cara Cavanagh
Madeleine Caya
Heather Emily Cazes
Gabrielle Celestin
Halle Ellen Cerio
Allison McKenzie Chambers**
Jerray H. Chang*
Nicole Betty Chapko
Lizzie Kenira Chapman*
Alexis E. Chase

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Austin H. Ablicki
Anjali Anna Abraham
Oscar Abreu
Vishnu Reddy Adapa
Robert David Ades
Joseph Z. Adler
Hunzala Adnan
Maya Adut**
Liliya Sergey Agarkov
Kyle Ryan Agostini
Jason Mark Aguirre
Ariana Yania Obeng Nketiah
Agymang
Suniyah Ahmed
Timothy Ryan Kamakahihealani
Akaka
Nazerke Akimzhan
Andrew Jason Albert
Sebastian Javier Albujar
Doriann Marie Alcaide Amador
Alexis Alicia Alcereca
Simel Deniz Aldemir
Connor J. Allen
Alexander Allie
Caleb A. Almeter
Jeannie Andres Alonzo
Angela M. Alvarez
Logan Emerson Alvarez
Azva Alvi
Raymond Amirault
Guadalupe Lileen Tiffany Angelf
Thomas Joseph Annesi Jr.
Blake Laszlo Antal
Victoria A. Antonakos
Ryan James Antonucci
Nida Anwar
Nicholas P. Anzalone
Justin Applegate
Amulya Aramalla*
Edgar Arias Villegas
Christian Alexander Arispe
Alana Ar**
Josefin Artigas
Isaac Zebulon Auslander**
Karen Mour Awayda
Catherine Ayiku Chinoch
Laurie Azoulai
Jacqueline Lindsay Baker
Kaitlyn A. Bartholomew
Jessica Barzykowski*
Jenna Marie Battaglia

Christopher Walsh Yustin
Amanda Zegarelli*
Jessica Zeng
Tianyuan Zeng
Hanwen Zhang
Jerry Jiawei Zhang
Michele Zhang
Quanchao Zhang
Taiyuan Zhang**
Tianshi Zhang
Warren Zhang**
Ziwei Zhang*
Annie Xue Zhao
Tianyang Zhao
Xingshou Zhao
Yue Zhao
Zichen Zhao**
Daphne Zheng*
Haoyuan Zheng
Linda Zheng
Shihan Zheng
Shirley Zheng**
Zijie Zhou
Jia Y. Zhu
Ryan Zhuo
Mallory Nicole Ziegler
Emily Grace Zimmerman
Robert David Zimmerman
Conor Joseph Zinn
Cristina Daniele Zirilli
Noah Matthew Serber Zomback
Annie S. Zou**
Yanli Zou*
Raymond G. Zulch**

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Erin P. Bishop
Chenlu Cui
Margaret Jean Day
Isabel DeLuca
Haley Han
Mikayel Harutyunyan
Taylor Alyson Hayes**
Jacqueline Nora Kachadourian*
Riku Kawasaki
Halle Saoirse McMahon
Kaitlyn Rose Scanlon
Steven Sclafani
Safura Sein

Alexandra C. Yoest
Hong Jin Yoon**
Daiki Yoshioka**
Kayo Yotsumoto
Jacob Denis Youmans
Sahira Younas
Andrea Lucia Youngken
Yanghui Yu
Bonan Yuan**
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Halle Saoirse McMahon
Riku Kawasaki
Margaret Jean Day
Erin P. Bishop
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Lana Eva Shteynman
Benjamin Jacob Siegel
Jeremy Henry Siegelstein
Steven Joseph Silverman
Kasidy Rose Smith
Nadia Pearl Smith
Joseph Timothy Smith IV
Yaakov Shlomo Spivack
Michael Justin Spivak
Jennifer L. Splieth
Robert Thomas Stagnitta
Lia Alexandra Stanco
John S. Stangel
Arthur J. Stanwise
Sarah Christine Starace
Lauren Annemarie Steffann
Elisabeth A. Stein
Lindsey Stephen
Karen Marie Stephenson
Cloe Elise Stevens
Nicholas R. Suarez**
Brandon Thomas Suber
Grace Marie Sullivan
Julia Sullivan
Bailey Summerfield
Yici Sun
Jason Sung**
Jordan Reid Sunshine
Jessica Rachel Sylvia
Bonnie Sze
Robert Amartey Tagoe II**
Angelica M. Tahara*
Caiti-Erin Teresa Talty
Akira Taniguchi**
McKaylah A. Taylor
Zoaha Mackenzie TenWolde
Quinn Marie Thayer*
Duangchan Khatie Thepsombat*
Shuyuan Tian
Seth R. Tirsun
David William Donald Titus**
Ariel T. Tijtproanvoto
Michael David Toledano
Charles R. Tomassetti
Natalie Marie Tooko**
Lindsey Nicole Toranzo
Antonio G. Torlentino
Mamadou Traore
Kate Diane Trujillo
Jake A. Tuckman
Arianna Louise Turner**
Katherine Jean Tye
Tanijl S. Uddin**
Carolina Ulloa
Sarah McKenzie Usen
Grace Elizabeth Vaca
Amerigo Valenti
Alison Nicole Van Dyke
Dylan Jacob Van Manen
Sebastian James Van Dunk**
Erick Samuel Vaysman
Christopher Vazquez
Alexander A. Vega
Sean Christopher Velazquez
Rebecca Verpyle**
Samantha N. Vesely
Olivia Quinn Vigiletti
Nithya Vishwanathan
Raymond Vuong
Troy S. Wade
Roy Wagner
Evan Marc Wallace
Christopher A. Walsh
Matthew Robert Walz
Bowen Wang
Daniel Wang**
Xiaoyu Wang
Yiting Wang
Zhongxuan-Jonathan S Wang**
Jason M. Ward
Leah Farabaugh Warth
Umer Wattoo
Kelsey Ann Watts
Isaac Robert Wecht
Rachel Weg
Alyssa Y. Wei
Kimberly Angelica Weil**
Brian C. Wendi**
Rebecca Werfel
Hannah Lawrence Werner
Robert Benjamin Werner*
Kristi-Lee B. Whalen
Eliza Whitaker
Amanda Joan Whitlock
Sydney Rose Wielstein
Lauren Felice Wiener
Allison Elizabeth Wiesner
Jacob David Wilcox
Jon Wilken**
James Arthur Wilkinson Jr.
Colin Ross Oisin Williams**
Nicholas George Willmart
Joi Kristina Wilson
Benjamin I. Winchel
Camron M. Winzinger
Gabrielle Autumn Wolf**
Catherine Grace Wong
Jamie Wong
Travis J. Wong
Tatiana Amber Woodburn
Olivia H. Wright***
Anna Wu
Chen Wu*
Ting-Hsuan Wu
Yang Wu
Zhenkun Xia*
Jinhua Xie
Fang Xu
Jiamin Xu
Lianli Xu

*Degrees awarded summer 2019 | **Degrees awarded fall 2019 | ***Degrees awarded winter 2020
Good Afternoon Class of 2020! Faculty, administrators, family and friends, we’re happy to have you here for the start of a new chapter in our lives. Class of 2020, for many of us, our achievements have meant greater sacrifice by us or our parents than we ever thought possible four years ago. I thank my parents and my sister for their unconditional support, love and guidance throughout this journey.

As we leave Binghamton for a new set of adventures, I imagine that you feel uncertain. Don’t worry, we’ve all been there and it’s OK to feel this way. I’m here to tell you that the next few years have to be about embracing the uncertain and the unexpected — and embracing change. My own college journey has been about just this.

Four years ago, as a freshman at Stonybrook University, I was at rock bottom. My short-lived journey there was one of misguidance. It was my first choice out of high school, made under pressure from family and friends to become a doctor. Aimless, and unsure of my own dreams, I set out for what would prove to be difficult times.

Faster than I realized, I learned that my true passions were entirely distinct from medicine. A people-person at heart and the son of two successful business-people, I felt out of place in courses that emphasized physics, biochemistry and math. Instead, I gravitated toward financial accounting, consulting and studies of the global markets. And so I transferred...

After a short time at community college, where I built up my skill set in financial analysis, public speaking and accounting, I found myself at a crossroads, and as I held acceptance letters to two BUs in my hands, the moment that would change everything had arrived. And so I transferred... again.

Sometimes, the best decisions are those we make on hunches. After putting down a deposit for Boston University, I decided to speak with a current Binghamton University student. And in the next hour, I knew that Boston would be a mistake. I was drawn to the promise and immersive atmosphere of Binghamton’s School of Management, and committed to growing to my fullest potential here over the next two years.

One of my greatest memories here was at orientation for transfer students, where I met successful students, introduced myself to the Career Services team and heard from Dean Dhillon, whose words are still ingrained in my memory: “There are many opportunities here,” he said, “but it is up to the individual to take advantage of those opportunities and learn from them.” From then on, I dedicated myself to achieving my goal and starting a career in consulting. The road was not easy, but Dean Dhillon’s guidance, along with the support of academic advising, career services and professional mentors made the struggle bearable and the rewards worth it. I found my home here, and my only hope is for future generations of Bearcats to feel the same sense of hope, pride and excitement that I did on campus every day.

In my short but unforgettable time as a Bearcat, I had the privilege of being a member of the Alpha Kappa Psi Professional Business fraternity. This group wasn’t just a circle of talented peers and friends. It was and is my family, and I’m grateful to
Karan “Ron” Kataria continued

them for memories that I’ll cherish decades down the road. Through AKPsi, I made friends, obtained mentors and found a sense of belonging. I connected with my professors who guided me and mentored me. Two years later, I was lucky to serve as a transfer mentor and guide underclassmen to success, sharing the professional and interpersonal skills that my AKPsi family, professors and mentors shared with me on my own journey.

Being a Bearcat is about paying it forward, and helping others achieve their goals has been one of the most satisfying experiences of my time here. I’ve grown intellectually through rigorous academic challenges, formed lifelong connections with dedicated and talented friends and contributed professionally to a rich network that has given all Binghamton University students the chance to succeed. After all, if there’s one thing I know to be true, it’s that Bearcats look out for their own.

And that’s just one of the many things that makes Binghamton University home. It’s just one of the qualities that makes the journey worthwhile for students, and one of the things that keeps alumni connected to campus long after they’ve left the School of Management.

The most valuable lesson I learned here is that comparing oneself to others is the quickest route to failure and unhappiness. So, I urge you to follow your dreams, focus on yourself and pursue your passions for no other reason than they make you happy. If you’re delivering that big presentation, taking that pivotal career step or moving to a new state or city, do it because you want to. Embrace every change and every obstacle head-on. Climb the mountain not to plant your flag, but to embrace the challenge and behold the view. Climb it so you can see the world, not so the world can see you.

If there’s a single piece of advice I can leave you with, it’s that life is a rollercoaster. There will be many people on the journey with you, but remember that, through the best and worst of times, you have to believe in yourself. Because if I didn’t, I wouldn’t be standing in front of you today.

Congratulations, Class of 2020. I can’t wait to see what’s in store for us!
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Dean Upinder S. Dhillon

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Shabien Ahska Achil
Samuel Aghassi
Cankat Akbulut
Deniz Akinci
Matthew William Alaimo**
John Anthony Alexandro
Matthew Robert Allen*
Naseeb Nizam Ally
Maury Daniela Alvarez
Kimberly Eve Alweiss
Brittney Ann Anderson**
Lana Elizabeth Anderson
Benjamin Foster Appelman I*
Rick R. Archibald*
Audey Iyad Ashkar
Arturo Santiago Asselta***
Areeb Azam
Barbara Carly Badeer
Claire Renee Baker
Kyle Maeland Balmer
Zachary Barrett
Logan Barrett
Solomon Bassalian
Mitchell Kory Bay
Cecilia Marie Becker*
Benjamin Schultz Belfield
Samuel Jacob Belkin
Andrew Bell
Anna Michelle Ben-Leyv
Shahin Benyaminpour
Eliott Harrison Beretz
Carly Taylor Berman
Ross Phillip Bernstein
Jordan Philip Bideaux
Oriel Bigel
Madalynn Emma Binder
Malisa Ruhi Bipat***
Reed Alexander Blee
Matthew Ryan Boccia
Mikaila Bogart
Rebecca Bord
Peter Jared Bowman
Julia Grace Bracco
Ben Taylor Brooks
Robin J. Brown
Thomas Butler Burns
Ian Butler
Madeline Nichole Byrne**
Sung Ho Byun
Binhui Cai**
Valentina Campos-Peyrou
Kenan M. Canpolat*
Zhenting Cao**
Nicolete Eleanor Capalbo
Alexa Marie Caridi
David E. Caspi
Michael Anthony Catanzaro
Edward In-Hwa Chan
Minh Nhat Chau
Jia Chen
Jeffrey Chen
Kevin Chen
Sophia Chen
Paige Yuanching Chen**
Tian Chen
Jiayi Chen
Xiafen Chen
Zhi Lun Gloria Chen
Andrew Brian Chin
Michael Wolfgang Choi
Kortney Virginia Coburn
Brooke H. Cohen**
Madeleine Anne Cohen***
Matthew Collins
Sydney Jane Corda**
Sean Robert Corey**
Max Richard Corrales
Nihatcan Coskun
Kaitlin Elizabeth Coughlin
John Martin Cunningham
Annaelle K. Curcio
Emily Katherine D’Arpino
Aidan Matthew Dadabo
Paul J. Daumer
Cori Allyson Dauman
Alex William David
Evan S. Davis
Nicholas Eugene DeFazio**
Michael Patrick DeMarco
Ryan Patrick Dean
Maria F. Decetise
Dominick Dellicurti**
Jian Deng**
Kevin T. Derby**
Stamatia Marie Dimitriou
Besnik Djekovic*
Thomas Kevin Doherty
Aidan Dowling
Chen Du
Lauren Ashley Duffy**
Joshua I. Eagle
Tatyana Edelshteyn
Grace Katherine Eiseman
Michelle Joy Eisenberg
Megan Marie Ellis
Yildirim Emre Erdal
Anil Hakan Erguvan
Isaiah Joseph Evans
Rachel S. Fang
Melany M. Farinango*
Jacob Max Feld
Tamir David Felsen
Jared Daniel Feltman
Justin Blake Ferrara
Christian Joseph Finch
Joshua Sidney Finchler
Carly S. Fisher
Connor M. Fitzpatrick**
Ian Charles Foley
Keith Michael Foley
Michael Leonard Franco
Matthew Stephen Frank
Matthew Charles Frederick
Natalie Freilich
Kaitlyn Jeanne Frenger
Michael Eric Friedman**
Thomas Camilo Fuzia
Brendan Gallagher
Joyce Lynnette Gallo
Ximena M. Galvan Olvera
Kevin Gao
Yu Gao
Jake Michael Garnsey
Andrea Victoria Garthwaite
Julia Marie Georges
Mia R. Germaine
Gloria Gevanthor
Kevin Giacchetto
Marie Christine Giacinto
Wesley Giannobile**
Victoria M. Gilliams
Colin M. Gilmartin
Joshua Adam Gindi
Valerie Joan Giordano
Mia Diane Giordano
Benjamin James Giuliani
Tyler Ross Glovin
Daniel George Goerner
Jeremy Goldberg
Eric Jordan Gossert
Brandon Scott Gow
Dean Nelson Grant Jr.
Renee Grasso
Brendan Kenneth Gregory
Ashley Ann Grieco
Carmen I. Guzman
Gisselle Denise Guzman
Josiah Joshua Hailey
Ashley Hyacinth Hall
Zackary T. Hanlon
Morgan Ann Harrington
Spencer Owen Haynes
Debbie He
Adam Mark Heimowitz
Ethan M. Heller**
Jun Heo
Alyssa Mei Herman
Samanta A. Hernandez
Kevin R. Hernandez-Flores
Edward Patrick Hickey III
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Satvik Sethi
Rashmi Shankar
Neha Sharma
Amanda Natalie Sheerin
Michelle Sherman
Konstantin Shetekauri
Jake Shore
Lucas Shum
Emily Grace Shutowich
Charles Christopher Silliman
Millena M. Skugor
Elizabeth Rose Sladish
Ezra Jay Solomon*
Alec B. Somerstein
Tingwei Song**
Jinseop Song
Maryam Soomro
Michael Vincent Spyrou
Benjamin Peter Squillante
Nicholas Anthony Stanton
Dylan Stieve*
Daniel Charles Stuven
Nicholas A. Suarez
Reuben Suchow
Christopher T. Sullivan
Shiqiang Sun
Zhuwei Sun***
Alex W. Surowka
Sean Patrick Sweeney
Whitney S. Tam
Lawrence Tan**
Xiaoqing Tang
Onur Tasasiz
Marissa Renee Taylor***
Lauren Elizabeth Tenenzapf
Winston Teo
Arielle Chava Terk**
Rachana Thapa**
Weidi Tian
Alexis Rae Tillman
John Raymond Timm Jr.
Nicholas Joseph Tiongson
Rahmi Furkan Kursat Topal*
Cameron Edward Torti
Michael James Totaro
Zahraa Tounsi
Austin Toy
Amanda K. Tracey
Maria Alessandra Tradito
Chrisiss Treibitz
Sidney Tung
Eren Turkmenoglu
Nichole A. Umeh-Atueyi
Matthew Unterberg*
Corinna Margaret Van Dunk
Jared Vasta
Christopher Enrique Vazquez**
Joel Velasco
Carlos Daniel Villafuerte Castro
Omar Raul Vintimilla

Zhachary Jordan Vogel**
Elizabeth Voroshlyo
Maximillian Louis Vuolo
Brett Michael Wagner
Mayumi Wakatsu
Meghan Walia**
Patrick J. Walsh
Ziv Wand
Xiaoyu Wang
Jacob B. Weil**
Paulina Grace Weinreich
Joshua James Wendel
Colin Christopher Wenzel
Madeline Anna White**
Connor Ryan Wilson
Victoria Wong
Lucy Qui Wong
Alejandro Wong
Shirley Wong
Yajie Xiang
Thomas Steven Yaovone
Jessie Yang
Xu Yang
Xinyi Yang
Krystal Yee
Jacob Denis Youmans
Serena Yu
Jenna Zaretsky
Connie Zeng
Jennifer Lisette Zepeda**
Richard Zhang
Chloe Chen*
Thomas Zhang
Yifu Zhang
Yuxin Zhao
Erik Jason Zhao
Huiyi Zheng
Jason Zheng**
Jiangbin Zheng
Jiarui Zhou
Naihao Zhu
Jingfang Zhu
Sarah Rose Zuckerman

*Degrees awarded summer 2019 | **Degrees awarded fall 2019 | ***Degrees awarded winter 2020
THOMAS J. WATSON
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Welcome family, friends, faculty, administrators and graduates. I am so happy and honored to stand in front of you today to represent the Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science Class of 2020! On behalf of my classmates and myself, I thank everyone who has helped us to get where we are today. To professors who spent countless hours planning for class and teaching us what we know — thank you. To parents and family members who supported us along the way, even when we doubted ourselves — thank you. And personally, to all of my classmates. Thank you for showing me what it means to help each other and work hard to succeed. I wouldn’t be here without you.

Graduation marks a huge achievement for us as we enter the next stage of our lives. But more importantly, it’s a time to celebrate our accomplishments, to be happy with how far we have come. What a great time to be us! This is a time that we will remember for the rest of our lives. I hope that we can all look back on our graduation with pride and happiness as we end our undergraduate careers at Binghamton University and begin the next chapter of our lives.

Graduation has pushed me to reflect on everything that I have been involved in at Bing and to realize truly how much of an impact each activity, organization and event has had on my life. As engineers, we have had many opportunities to be involved in the community through various engineering programs; but as students, our involvement has been expanded so much more. Hearing about experiences that my friends and peers have had, I know that some of the highlights of our careers at Bing were helping out at community-centered engineering events that allowed students like us to teach local children about why we love being engineers; being able to shadow at various clinics and offices, giving us valuable exposure and experience that we will carry with us to our graduate programs and chosen fields of work; holding internships that taught us more about where we hoped to work in the future; and serving as mentors in many different programs that allowed us to work with and influence others in the community that we have grown to call home. These opportunities have helped us grow into the people that we are today and, obviously, have helped us to network with University and community members, build our résumés and make new connections.

Personally, I can confidently say that these are not the reasons why I chose to be involved in each organization while I was at Binghamton. At the end of the day, they were simply activities that I enjoyed doing — that made me happy. I know many of you feel the same way.

I am sure that each of you were involved in something, be it a club, Greek life, a community organization, even a job. I want you to reflect back on this now and remember the fundamental reason that you chose to participate. Take a few seconds to think about an activity you enjoyed during your four years here at Binghamton. I hope that it made you happy.

As Watson students, we have all learned how to work through problems that we had no idea how to solve; to use each other as resources when completing projects; to work hard; set goals; make connections; strive to be future employees; and, most importantly, to be proud of our achievements. As Binghamton students, we
gained a skillset in facing challenges head on, pushing through late nights and busy weeks of studying, and managing our challenging and sometimes overwhelming schedules to make sure everything was done on time. We also mastered the coursework that gives us the knowledge to succeed in our specific fields of engineering. We are extremely prepared to take on our futures and be successful.

But as we celebrate the culmination of our undergraduate experience, it is important that we focus on what has brought us joy. This does not mean the experience was easy or necessarily fun, because many of the greatest friendships, memories and experiences come from the most difficult of times. It is the things that we have done that have allowed us to appreciate every day, and what we have done that has made us proud. It is so easy to get caught up in the competition of being the most successful or finding the job that makes us the most money. I challenge you all to push that aside and focus most on doing what makes you the happiest, doing what fulfills you the most. Everyone who is important in our lives will tell us just that — do what makes you happy — and there is so much truth in that statement.

We have prepared for four years to move on to the next step in our lives, and the skills we have learned along the way are definitely important. But I truly believe that, throughout any future struggles and frustrations, our focus on the good things, on recognizing joy in where we are and who we are, will shine through. We are lucky to now have the skills to work through any challenge with ease and help those around us to succeed as well. Sometimes, it is the things outside of the job that you are paid to do that are equally important and help to make the world better. This is the true definition of success.

Over the past four years, we learned the coursework required for our majors and were involved in sports, leading clubs, working at Family Weekends and open houses, driving campus buses, playing on community co-rec football teams, holding positions in the Student Association, singing in acapella groups and much more. All of these activities have been fulfilling and have ultimately contributed to our happiness here at Bing.

So, Class of 2020, as we graduate, I hope that all of you are able to reflect on even the smallest thing that you did while at Binghamton University that made your experience fulfilling. And as you enter your next phase of life, whatever that may be, I hope you consider involvement in activities that continue to make you happy. It could be anything — working at a job you love, helping others to succeed, even eating ice cream after a long day. Just do something that reassures you that today is another great day to be you.

Here’s to all of the great days that are to come! Congratulations Class of 2020!
Welcome family, friends, faculty and administrators.

My name is Emma Pawliczak, and I am a mechanical engineer. Wow! — Just saying that out loud brings tears to my eyes. To my fellow graduates, you should make it a point to say that sentence (in your head): “I am an engineer” or “I am a computer scientist.” That simple sentence encompasses four of the most wonderful, challenging and transformative years of our lives.

Let me start by explaining how this school changed my life. Four years ago, I first stepped foot on the Binghamton University campus for a college tour. I had an immediate “gut-feeling” that I needed to go to school here. I’m sure everyone’s familiar with that experience in some way; a decision that physically pulls you in. Looking back, not only was choosing Binghamton the right decision — it was the best decision I’ve ever made.

Put simply, the Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science shows you what you’re made of; it shows you how badly you want this. As everyone can relate, there were nights when you felt defeated — nights when you felt frustrated. Maybe there were even nights when you questioned yourself and your abilities. But clearly, those nights didn’t define you; they just turned into days that pushed you to be greater — to be better, to try harder and to show everyone what you can do.

And as the nights turned into days, you changed. Even if you don’t realize it, you are a different person now than you were our first year. Through those peaks and valleys that everyone seems to reference, you are leaving the terrain transformed.

The Watson School helped show me how to reach the peaks and how to recover from the valleys. It showed me that the key to success is hard work, coupled with a constant need to know more than you do now. Work hard and be humbled for all you do not know. Per theoretical physicist Richard Feynman, “I would rather have questions that can’t be answered than answers that can’t be questioned.” Always question and always work toward who you want to be.

The last four years have also shown me the need to be stubborn in the pursuit of my dreams. Is your dream to work at NASA? Is it to be a professor? Is it to visit space? Take that first step; fill out that application, register for that class or email that connection. The only thing in your way is the first step. Like the Henry Ford quote my dad said to me before every exam I took: “Whether you think you can, or think you can’t, you’re right.” The time will pass no matter what — either it passes with success or with regrets, so always remember to “think you can.”

And somehow, throughout all these lessons, Binghamton also managed to introduce me to the most incredible people I’ve ever met. People who celebrate your highs and help you out of your lows. People who bring you ice cream after a rough day. People who show you every second that you are the luckiest person in the world just to know them. People who make every single day the best day ever. Thankful is not a strong enough word for the lifelong friends Binghamton has given me. To my friends who have become family, thank you for being in my corner, win, lose or draw. Thank you for making me (and every day) better than the previous one. And thank you for the memories that will fill my heart forever. And to my family that stood by me every step of the way, I love you more than words can express.

So, thank you Binghamton for the greatest years of my life. The second floor of Bartle library will forever be my home, and I will forever be proud to be a Binghamton Bearcat.

Congratulations, Class of 2020!
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Dean Krishnaswami Srihari

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Sara E. Abbondondolo
Daniel Thomas Abrahamsen
Zachary T. Acocella
Santos Acosta
Ryan Sett Albert
Diana Alzamareh
Stephen B. Ambrosino
Jyoshith Anand
Kevin Arthur Andrade**
Tyler John Antonacci
David R. Arndts
Lauren Asher
Mert Avcio glu
Pranshu Babber
Gurinder S. Bal
Troy Collin Ballinger
Nicolas Barberio
Elif Berfin Basan
Jada Basdeo
Natalia Maria Basualdo Quintanilla
Evan Baule**
Ahmet Atakan Bozkurt
Julia Katherine Bradley
Fidel Alberto Briones
Caelyn Marie Brown
Hayden T. Brown
Patrick Joseph Buel
Gianina M. Bueti
Stefano F. Calabro
Mark Anthony Caldronpoli
Kimberly G. Carpio
Christian Armando Castano
Mark Anthony Castellanos
Edward Castillo
Michael Catania
Agustin Cattoretti Lopez
Margaret F. Cech
Justin G. Chalfen
Kate Andrew Chamberlin**
Jonah Michael Chambers
Henry Chen
Jun Hua Chen**
Yiwen Chen
Hannah Marie Chesebro
Claire M. Childs
Anna M. Chiles
Michael Chung
Ozlem Cinar
Kathryn Rose Claflay
Sultan Cogay
Megan Marie Coles
Jake T. Colonna
Liam C. Connor
Carter Kenneth Contreras
Samuel Robert Cook
Jake Cope
Matthew F. Corcoran
Chuanglin Cui**
Jan Piotr Cygan
Alexandra Nicole Damato
Arron J. Danel
Samuel Marc Danziger
Brendan Michael Daugherty
John James Davignon
Matthew J. Deedey
Edward Peter De Lorenzo
Brandon Paul DeBeauveneret**
John DeBenedittis Jr.**
Michael Phillip DeSantis
Daniel Jeffrey DeBalzo
Chase B. Deluca
David George Demetrios
Yunus Emre Demir
Cameron Dempsey
Cynnia Mei Deng
Justin C. Diaz
Adrian J. Diaz
Austin Wolfgang Dieroff
Berk Dikmen**
Selin Dinc
Richard DiOrio
Xuan Bach Do
Lucas J. Donnellan
Sarbost Doski
Kegan K. Dsouza
Gabriel John Dubinsky
Timothy Duda
Eli Nathan Dworetzky
Lynn Elizabeth Edwards
Ryan Thomas Egan*
Andrew Leonard Eget
Yagmur Egilmez
Joshua Andrew Eimer
Daniel James Eisenhower
Ethan R. Elliott
John Anthony Else
Samori L. Emmanuel
Ahmed Ihsan Erdem*
Orzden Ertan
Joseph James Esposito
Edward Nelson Etheridge IV
Benjamin T. Everhart
Michael Christopher Eybs
Stefano Falero
Brennen James Farrell
Dillon Jay Feinman
Samantha Robin Fernandez
Lindsey P. Feuerzeig
Michael Robert Fevola
Stephen N. Fisher
Hannah Danielle Fishman*
Jack Samuel Fitzgerald
Colin J. Fiutak
William Wade Fleming Jr.
Eric J. Flynn
Alexander Istvan Fagarasi
Nicholas A. Foray*
Nathan A. Frank**
Vincent John Frankini**
Katherine Hannah Frey
Frederick Phillip Frey III**
Emilia Ann Friedman
Francisco Fuentes Alegria
Jared M. Fuller
Pablo Funes-Montaldo
John J. Gage II**
Andrew John Garabito
Danika Gaviola
David Gavriyuk
Sarah Elizabeth Geer
Brianna Marie Genova
Jacob Merle Gershon
Austin Michael Gervasio*
Christopher J. Giancola Jr.
Alison Gim
Noah J. Ginsburg
Christopher C. Glasseh
Steven Edward Glatter
Justin Alex Gluck
Daniel Akiva Goldring
Matthew Joseph Golubow
Heather Nicole Gorodess
Kelly Ann Gottstine
Kaushik Govindharajan
Maurice Ray Grossman
Ron Gunzcler
Layne R. Gustafson
Can Guvenc
Amelia Anne Guyon
Zachery A. Haag
Kayla D. Hackett
Johan Christopher Haddad
Evan J. Halstead
Christopher J. Hamian
Jacob Ian Roy Hammond
Lydia Jane Hanchett
David Hanim
Rebecca Bonnie Hannan**
Daniel Douglas Harlan
Sarah Lynn Harris
Colin James Harrison
Ryan A. Healy
Omar Francisco Hernandez
Conrad Herrera-Chamberlain
Riley Lynn Heywood
Daniel Caleb Hintz
Tanner W. Hoelzel**
Luke I. Hoffmann**
Mark Hough
Zhaochao Huang**
Thomas Robert Hurley
Joseph Thomas Hurysz
Aidan Michael Hynes
Egemen Inal
Dylan Henry Irwin***
Junhson M. Jean-Baptiste
Joseph Thomas Hurysz
Aharon Pitkowsky
Amanda Rose Pelkey
Alexander Orellana
Audrey Sweet Nieuwenhuizen
Amanda Marie LaBelle
Sarah Lynn Harris
Colin James Harrison
Ryan A. Healy
Omar Francisco Hernandez
Conrad Herrera-Chamberlain
Riley Lynn Heywood
Daniel Caleb Hintz
Tanner W. Hoelzel**
Luke I. Hoffmann**
Mark Hough
Zhaochao Huang**
Thomas Robert Hurley
Joseph Thomas Hurysz
Aidan Michael Hynes
Egemen Inal
Dylan Henry Irwin***
Junhson M. Jean-Baptiste
Erik Raymond Keating
William Alexander Keller
Mitchell Phetbandone
Keomoungkhoune
Wyatt S. Kerchner
Abdulhaili Elias Khalil
Ashfaq Mahmud Khan
Ariel Christina Khatchatourian
Tatum Isabella Kiff
Ilhan Kilinc
Andrew Isaac Kim
Joseph Kim
Emily Katherine Kimiecik
Jeremy K. Klein
Owen Robert Klepfner
Tyler David Klossner
Zachary Michael Knewasser
Noelle Lee Kolakowski
Admin Koleneric
Nikolas Joseph Kritis
Phillip Kuang
Sean P. Kunz
Eric Kwan
Amanda Marie LaBelle
Samantha P. Laform
Emily Lakic
Cameron J. Lamser
Cooper James Langanis
Hannah Grace Lea
Matthew Legovich
Elijah R. Leone
Alessandro Pio Leto
Jordan Levin
Samuel Eric Levin
Xin Li
Hualiang Li
Qi Qi Liang
Alan Liang
Brendan Lin
Jesse Jefferson Lin**
Nicholas John Linehan
Ruifeng Ling
Cassandra Link
Holly Liu
Crystal P. Low
Jared Ross Luckman
Bryant Lum
Monica Ann Lyons
Mihir Pankaj Madhani
Gustavo Menezes Mahana
John Harold Maher
Shania Mumud
Conor Andrew Malagraph
Michael W. Mallow
Peter Robert Marola
Christopher R. Martin
Gillian M. Martin
Scott Andrew Mason**
Trevor Michael Matuszyk
Devon Mazotta
Michael Joseph McCormack
Brandon Tyler McCreary
Matthew Donald McFarland
Gabrielle Hope McGinnity
Patrick Stephen McMahon
Evan James McNierney
Ryan Michael McCormick*
William D. McLaughlin**
Danielle A. Melgar
Alexander C. Milliken
Jonathan Milongo Kazadi
Georgui K Milouchev*
Brian L. Min
Tiffany Tulika Misir
Aaron Saul Mizrahi
Evan Conrad Moeller
Jose Enrique Morel
Dominick Joseph Morrone
Tyler Foin Moy
Ryan Patrick Murray
Dhruv Roopesh Nair
Hassan Nazar
Nevin Jacob Nedumthakady
Benjamin Elias Neubardt
Steven Nicholas
Ryan Edward Nicholson**
William Harold Niemeyer
Audrey Sweet Nieuwenhuizen
Emma N. Northrup
David A. Notier
Max Benjamin Nussbaum**
Darby Noelani O’Keefe
Piril Okrugoullari
David Oladunjoye
Kyle T. Olstein
Alexander Orellana
Rory O’Riordan
Ryan Alexander O’Rourke
Donovan Jorge Ortiz
Joseph William Osgood
Sinem Ozden
Mehmet Saip Ozkaya
Matthew John Palazzolo
Dylan Pan
Jord Koens Put
Raj praises Parag
Sai Anirudh Papinean
Ronald James Pasci Jr.
Dipti A. Patel
Dhruv Patel
Emma Elizabeth Pawliczak
Amanda Rose Pelkey
Nicholas R. Peralo
Milton A. Peraza
Nathan Perez
Samuel T. Perlow**
Julia Grace Pietromicca
Brandon Jay Pike
Aharon Pitkowsky
Emily Elizabeth Pocreva
Kevin Poon
Isabelle Erin Popte
Joseph Mario Prisznuk
Vera Mary Puglisi
Summer Anne Purschke
Sean Douglas Quigley
Michael Louis Quinn
Zachary J. Quinn
Devin Andrew Quinn
Stephanie Julianne Ragusa
Uttswog Rahman
Michael Anthony Randazzo
Benjamin Donaldson Reading
Roberto Vito Recchia
Grigorij Redzovob
Matthew E. Reid
Noah J. Reisch
Coby Alexander Rem
Jacob Alex Richman
Robert Riess
Jason Robert Rising**
Nicholas Rizzo
Garrett Michael Robinson
Jeremy Daniel Rodriguez
Leocar Roman Perez**
Dylan J. Roney
Joshua Nathan Rosenthal**
Edward Alan Roth
Matthew M. Rotlevi
Jonathan George Rubin
Erich J. Ruckert
Jake Post Rudolph
Benjamin James Rupp
Rachel Russo
Pitom Saha
Baptiste Saliba
Ethan Salonga
Brianna Leigh Saltman**
Joseph R. Sanchez
Toma Liviu Sandu
Nicole Marie Santoro
Lydia Marie Santucci
Ozan Emre Sayili
Daniel Albert Schaffer
Tyler Ethan Schafer
Julia Rose Schalk
Christina Marie Schmidt
Rebecca E. Schneider
Alex N. Schreiber-Harris
Tanner Talbot Schunk**
Victoria Ann Schutrum
Lena Schwarzenberg
Francis Edward Scott
Tyler Niklas Seccafo
Puloma Sen
Zachary Sharinn**
Ryan Joseph Sharpelletti
Zachary Phelan Shaw
Marc Javon Shelton**
Colin Carl Sherland
Yefan Shi
Kyle L. Shilling
Jeremy Henry Siegelstein
Justin M. Siegelwax
Anchith Sikha
Matthew Simiele
Jordana Gill Simon
Xavier Siu
Ryan K. Smith
Hannah Dorothy Smith
Jillian Smollar
Richard Lee Song
Daniel James Sonnenfeld**
Aaron F. Spaulding
Anna Maria Spirou
Jacqueline Stella St Pierre
Michael Patrick Stanek
Sara Nicole Stanziani
Byron Stewart-Drysdale
Coleman Torre Strine
Jasper Thomas Suhr
Brendan Michael Sullivan
Shuofei Sun
Matthew Stanley Szymanski
Nicole Ann Tacopina
Meril Tsutom Takizawa
Kayla Shan-En Tang
Ashley Taylor Tang
Gizemnur Taskin
Andrew J. Teller
Samantha R. Testa
Pinar Tezcan
Emily Anne Thummler
Calvin Tian
Muzzammil Ullah
Aidan Uy
Ariel Uzan
Brandon Joseph Vaglio
Adrianna Gloria Valentin
Nicholas Vallejos
Adam Van Allen
Matthew Lee Van Gorden
Sebastian Eduardo Vargas**
Nicholas Hunter Vasquez
David Veller
Nicholas Francis Vierling
Cameron Ross Viezel
Miguel Villeda
Elizabeth Voroshylo
Viktor Casimir Gustaf Wahlquist
Nicholas James Walker
Kevin Jude Wallace
Brian James Walsh
Caleb Henry Weimer**
Nicole A. Weinhofer
Benjamin Gared Weiss
Maxwell Todd Wersinger
Stephen J. West
Daniel Wheelock
Nora Paige Wilke
David A. Williams
Aaron Wayne Wojnicki
Bernie Wong
Daniel Barry Wood
Douglas Christopher Worthington Jr.
Stephen James Woska
Thomas Benjamin Wright
Eric Ward Wright
Jonathan Wu
Kevin Wu*
Anthony Luis Wurtz
Lijing Xu
Levent Yalcinalp
Tao Yang
Annie Yang
Jia Yang**
Ege Cihan Yavascan
Albert Yeung**
Burak Ege Zagnus
Jessica L. Zanghi
Sunny Zhang
Williams Zhang Cen
Richard Zheng**
Zeyu Zhong
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

HONORS IN THE COLLEGE OF COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Hunter C. Andrasko
Nicole E. Bauer
Alexis Taylor Burrows
Marcela Garcia Velasquez
Emily Lynn Greenway
Emma Sophie Hakimian
Michael Joseph Kuhl
Molly Paige Lampert
Daniel P. Mollitor
Mauricio Montes
Halle Nicole Sarner
Kaylee Sue Wasco

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andie H. Abrams
Gina Anne Arcidiacono
Michelle Grenadier Blaufader
Vanessa Bichele Gerard Crowley
Hadja Diallo
Jessica Ann Gioia
Francie Heather Keefe
Sarah Jane Kowpak
Emily Rachel Lahm
Victoria Maria Malizia
Rachel Elyse Manheim
Sanjana Mohan
Riane Adriana Pares-Kane
Bailey Alexandra Raspler
Cory Alan Ray
Lital S. Ritvo
Dallas J. Rockwell
Kathryn Emma Rohring
Jane Elizabeth Sherwin
Deborah Faye Siegel
Corinne Rose Sikorski
Eric Zheng

HONORS IN THE DECKER COLLEGE OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Madison Jane-Palletti Albrecht
Erin Nicole Brembs
Maya M. Bryant
Sara Ann Colavito
Nina Grace DiFranco
Carley Jane Duffek
Lauren Ashlee Fernandez
Abigail Elizabeth Fudge
McKenzie Fuller
Rachel Ann Guinther
Katelyn Marie Hoy
Alexa Rene’ LaScala
Suejin Alice Lee
Vanessa Nicole Lisio
Megan Ann McNamara
Kayla Jessica Melskenker
Natalie Monico
Michelle Ilana Margostkin
Rebecca Therese Morley
Sophia Mrazik
Erica Melinda Olsen
Joanna Patchett
Teresa E. Pirger
Alexis Mariah Poveromo
Amanda Marie Rodriguez
Mikayla Marie Ruthig
Anthony Thomas Segreti
Jonathan E. Thrall
Emily M. Vaughn
Mackenzie Rose White
Maeve Theresa Wynne

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Thomas Christopher Bahrs
Alena Patricia Becker
Vanessa Marie Collins
Kendra Deschamps
Shaina Maria Garrett
Radhika Gogna
Alison N. Johnstone
Chelsey M. Leahy
Talia Shulamit Lindenberg
Stephanie Kathleen McGory
Ciara Nickole McNeill
Leanne Miller
Sean M. Putnam
Olivia G. Raml
Marybelle Angelica Rivera
Kasey Sandler
Maria A. Scorzelli
Paige Nicole Segal
Melissa Swanhart
Jenna Dianne Thilman
Alexandra Lee Paige Waite
Jennifer Katherine Wallace
Melanie Yap

CUM LAUDE
Daniel Alfa
Denise Jean Allen
Carly M. Alsofrom
Bailey Renee Bravin
Isaiah J. Buchanan
Katelyn Nichole Butler
Ye Seul Chae
Hannah Chen
Eden Hyunsuh Choi
Sophia Grace D’Arienzo
Rebecca Patricia Dauth
Sarah DeRop
Brooke K. Dervish
Alanna Christine Dodrill
Stephanie Gail D’Onofrio
Erica Anne Federico
Kristin Jean Field
Matthew Pannell Forrest

Jessica Lee Lamazor
Marissa Lawrence
Shannon Lyn McGreevy
Brielle Christine Mohn
Stephanie Polanco Espaillat
Julia I. Radko
Victoria Emma Roldan
Kalissa Nancy Sawyer
Kassidy Nikole Seary
Caroline Lee Smith
Jessica E. Thatcher
HONORS IN THE HARPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Jacob Charles Abramowitz
Allison Claire Abrams
Andrew Jason Albert
Dorriann Marie Alcaide Amador
Charles James Altman
Hunter C. Andrasko
Darryl Marissa Angel
Thomas Joseph Annesi Jr.
Justin Applegate
Henry Ward Ash
Jordan Atary
Jacqueline Lindsay Baker
Sarah Christine Baker
Anni Bangiev
Emily Marie Barnes
Kaitlyn A. Bartholomew
Jasper Baur
Robert Gerald Beblavy
Krisama Becker
Alyssa Paige Boyle
Matthew Murphy Brady
Douglas Matthew Braun
Caroline Elizabeth Brickley
Dakota May Browne
Jacob Scott Buchner
Abigail E. Calandra
Andrew Capriglione
Sean Carr
Madeline Rose Castagna
Joseph Catania
Viktoria Alexandra Cegelski
Rudy Cen
Alexis E. Chase
Claire M. Childs
Alexander D. Christen
Christopher S. Coble
Kelly Crane
Kristin Aline Crowder
Shannon Elizabeth Daino
Cori Allyson Dauman
Julia Margaret Davis
Zachary Michael Davis
Thomas P. Deignan
Jennifer H. Dewhurst
Darryl Marissa Angel
Thomas Joseph Annesi Jr.
Justin Applegate
Henry Ward Ash
Jordan Atary
Jacqueline Lindsay Baker
Sarah Christine Baker
Anni Bangiev
Emily Marie Barnes
Kaitlyn A. Bartholomew
Jasper Baur
Robert Gerald Beblavy
Krisama Becker
Alyssa Paige Boyle
Matthew Murphy Brady
Douglas Matthew Braun
Caroline Elizabeth Brickley
Dakota May Browne
Jacob Scott Buchner
Abigail E. Calandra
Andrew Capriglione
Sean Carr
Madeline Rose Castagna
Joseph Catania
Viktoria Alexandra Cegelski
Rudy Cen
Alexis E. Chase
Claire M. Childs
Alexander D. Christen
Christopher S. Coble
Kelly Crane
Kristin Aline Crowder
Shannon Elizabeth Daino
Cori Allyson Dauman
Julia Margaret Davis
Zachary Michael Davis
Thomas P. Deignan
Jennifer H. Dewhurst
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Isaac Robert Wecht
Sophia Clara Weissman
Liana Isabelle Weitzman
Alexis Nicole Wells
Hannah Lawrence Werner
Bradley Arthur Whistance
Samantha Rachel Wiatrak
Jacob Cain Wirshba
Jinhua Xie
Emily Elizabeth Yarborough
Tuojin Yin
Paul Serguei Zakrepine
M Shehtab Zaman
Ryan Zhuo
Emily Grace Zimmerman
Jorge L. Zuniga

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Samuel A. Aheev
Kimberly Alice Abrahall
Robert David Ades
Rachel Adoot
Caleb A. Almeter
Julio Cesar Almonte Jr.
Gina Anne Arcidiacono
Margaret Ashkinazi
Laurie Azoulai
Maya Marika Ballabon
Nathan Wayne Barker
Morgan Elizabeth Bassett
Stacey Joy Bayer
Rebecca Sarah Becourtney
Melissa J. Bernstein
Meghan Marie Bjalm-Evans
Michelle Grenadier Blaufelder
Ryan Blair
Chelsea Grace Breed
Matthew Brennan
Rachel Nicole Breslow
Katie A. Brock
Angelina Faye Brooks
Dai T. Bui
Brandon A. Bullock
Brian Burke
Catherine Maria Calidonna
Jacqueline Josephine Campbell
Kelly Cargill
Maria Jean Carlucci
Cole M. Carpentier
Sarah Catalina Carty
Logen M. Casella
Jordan Ashlyn Castro
Gabrielle Celestin
Myeong Hwan Cha
Carolyn E. Chapler
Jessica Hanley Chase
Clement Chen
Matthew Anthony Chmura
Christopher Chow
Marissa Cimmino
Liam Sebastian Clayton
Laine Elizabeth Cohen
Mayan Miriam Cohen
Mia Sara Cohen
Sarah Alexandra Commissio
Gina V. Como
Kayla Danielle Victoria Cooper
Liam Eamon Corr
Christopher Cucinotta
Erin Culver
Laura Michelle D’Angelo
Nicholas Bernard Dadario
Olivia A. Daigneau
Priyanka Das
Margaret Jean Day
Gianna Marie Degrezia
Dana DiVincenzo
Ryan Robert Dixon
Katie M. Donohue
Aidan Dowling
Thomas John Dowling Jr.
Austin R. Dukat
Jarrod Matthew Erdman
Zekeli Zelitch Factor
Xinyi Fang
Dennis Thomas Farley Jr.
Alexis Jordan Fassenfeld
Jeremy Eli Feith
Ethan S. Feuer
John Nicholas Flouskakos
Megan Michelle Foley
Sarah Renee Foran
Jared Nathaniel Frick
Mitchell Allen Gage
Shannon Gallo
Juliana Gargano
Sophia R. Gerlad
Maxmillian Constantine Floyd
Gerozissis
Brian C. Giarraputo
Jawon Nathaniel Gibson
Emma Jane Glynn
Hannah Britteny Granoff
Daniel Joseph Greenberg
Anastasia Guerra
Andzelika Gumiensiaak
Alexis Katie Gursky
Carolyn Horan Hampsey
Lisa H. Hartman
Mikaylen Harutyunyan
Ellen Marie Hawk
Xinzhi He
Simone Mozelle Hernandez
Haley Morgan Hill
Grace Elizabeth Himmier
Avital Leora Hirsch
Ciara Catherine Hoyne
Yuqing Huang
Justine Alexis Hudock
Emma Katherine Hulik
Sasha Hupka
Emily Rose Ives
Harold Jones V
Ivanka Genevieve Juran
Rogan C. Kaisen
Madelyn Peri Kapelus
Jessica Danielle Kastin
Mikayla Marie Keir
William James Kelmsen
Kassie Lee Kelso
Kassie Marie Kenah
John Joseph Kern
Jae-Woo Kim
Jiwon Kim
Lance Kim
Jessica A. Kiss
Susanna Margaret Klose
Lily Kolb
Julia Abby Kolodny
Emily Rose Kuehnle
Isha Kumar
Kendra LaCourt
Lindsay Ann LaRock
Esther Lam
Michael Lam
Emma Rosalia Lammers
Joseph Raymond Landers
Gina Y. Lee
Hong Ku Lee
Caitlin Elizabeth Leen
Emily Grace Leffingwell
Vito Antonio Lembo
Joseph Ryan Leun
Sylvania Eve Levine
Michael Daniel Levinstein
Yingrui Li
Liam Victor Lieblein
Julia Faith Liebman
Alexandra T. Lindstrom
Steven Aaron Link
Cherie Lithon
Catherine Lynn Lively
George K. Lolos
Kelly Low
Madison E. Maciaszek
Allie Sue Mantell
Rani Marhaba
Levi D. Matza
Joseph V. Mauro
Olivia Maynard
Madeline Grace Mazotta
Mairead Elizabeth McCarran
Carl Lincoln McCarter-Nyberg
Marianna L. McCarthy
Jackalynn Grace McGowan
Nicholae T. McFarlane
Maxwell Meadow
George Quentin Melnick-Kelley
Robert Tristan Mercogliano
Matthew Joseph Migliore
Hannah Mary Moore
Jessica Lynn Moran
Nicholas Maximilian Mueller
Muhammad Ateeq Pasha Mughal
Martin Alex Mundackal
Daniel Patrick Murphy
Zenghui Nie
Haley Marie Nieboer
Carley M. Nielsen
Christina Noreen O’Hara
Shannon O’Rourke
Jordan Marshall Pagan
Raymond P. Page
Jia Yi Pan
Andrea E Papp
Riane Adriana Pares-Kane
Eta Tzipporah Pastreich
Amanda Elizabeth Patenaude
Beatriz Ribeiro Peregrino
David William Perfetti II
Allison Mary Pernice
Nathaniel Romin Platzer
Danielle Lara Plawe
Andrew Cros Polito
Leanna Zeccola Poole
Katherine Mae Posniak
Christine Marie Prezioso
Dominique Rose Pugliesi
Abigail Floro Rafael
Malala N. Bahariosa
Bailey Alexandra Raspler
George J. Raynor Jr.
Amanda Marie Ripley
Matthew A. Rivadeneira
Nicholas River Rockwood
Kathryn Emma Rohring
Corinna Nechamah Ronen
Allison Michelle Rubin
Blaine Burke Russ
Erica Ivy Russell
Peter Andrew Russo
Michael Lazaros Salerno
Joseph R. Sanchez
Nayehli Gabriela Sanchez-Lorenzo
Briana Faith Sander
Bayleigh A. Sauerwald
Gabrielle M. Schaffer
Alessandra Ivana Schiavi
Rialee Ann Schinella
Nicholas J. Schleissmann
Christina Michelle Schneider
Anthony C. Selafani
Jessica Alexandra Scott
Megan M. Sedita
Joseph Jacques Seif
Jordan Sergio
Kristen Jennifer Seward
Bridget Marie Shanley
Zoe Sophie Shannon
William Richard Shepardson
Nicholas Hassan Shleiwit
Corinne Rose Sikorski
Emily J. Spinak
Michael Justin Spivak
CUM LAUDE

Emily Rose Abatecola
Gabrielle Alexandre Abbott
Alyssa Abesamis
Austin H. Abicki
Simon Abramov
Liliya Sergey Agarkov
Kyle Ryan Agostini
Maisha Ahmed
Naile F. Akhter
Robert M. Volodarsky
Kevin Jude Wallace
Bradley Matthew Walz
Shaoyu Wang
Xiaoyu Wang
Nadia Elizabeth Wassermann
Sara Jean Watson
Keyi Wei
Amy Colleen Williamson
Benjamin I. Winchel
Yue Yu
Jonah Adam Zeitlin
Jerry Jiawei Zhang
Tianshi Zhang
Linda Zheng
Rujin Zhu

Robert Thomas Stagnitta
Erin V. Stahley
Jessica Lauren Storozun
Elijah John Stresnser
Zachary Joseph Taylor
Clarice Mercedes Soares Tenorio
Matthew Gary Theall
Allison Tipaldo
Seth R. Tirsun
Charles R. Tomassetti
Kevin John Topolovec
Brendan Joseph Tower
Nikolai Augustus Tubbs
Jeremy Ethan Tuchinsky
Carolina Ulloa
Matthew Lee Van Gorden
Paola Velazquez
Sean Christopher Velazquez
Frankee Selena Vicole
Cameron Ross Viezel

HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Robert V. Stagner
Lilly Standlee Stagner
Sarah Jane Stabler
Audrey Bowers Stagner
Camille Stagner
Benjamin Stagner
Jana Stagner
Katie Stagner
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Elizabeth Beatrice Keselman
Matthew A. Khanyan
Armaan Rai Khurana
James Khuu
Se Yoon Kim
Dylan Leo Klein
Rachel Alexa Klein
Madeline Rose Klementz
Helena Klonis
Gregory Ryan Knob
Jacob Tyler Koldin
Shin Young Koo
Valentin Kotlyar
Leah Alexis Kowalsky
Sheila Marie Krische
Eva Marie Kristoferson
Olivia Kulbacki
Boyoung Kweon
Liam Godfrey Lane
Kevin William Latimer
Sabra Lai
Alexander D. Laurens
Sara Elizabeth Leab
Michelle Diane LeClair
Isabel Gill Lederman
Elizabeth Lee
Kali Ann Lennon
Sara Leston
Andrew Tyler Levine
Madelyn Claire Levine
Cindy Li
Duanduan Li
Hehuanyu Li
Jaide Nicole Lichtenstein
Gianna Marie Liffieri
Michael Litwak
Qing Liu
Xiang Liu
Olivia R. Lopez
Jason Gao Yuan Lu
Connor James Lundrigan
Julia Freda Lustig
Rebecca B. Lynch
Antonietta M. Macri
Connor William Madison
Keir G. Maley
Rebecca L. Malits
Shelby A Mandel
Jillian A. Marchese-Schmitt
Daniel Mares
Constantine James Markotis
Yorlitheth Martinez
Brian L. Maselli
Ruby Emily Matricardi
Hiroki Matsuoka
Stephanie Kathleen McGory
Halle Saoirse McMahon
Charles Emile Meckley
Ya Qian Mei
Hannah Catherine Mellino
Jared A. Mendoune
Olivia Lynn Merseburg
Christina Elaina Mille
Samantha Paige Mizrahi
Rachel Moinian
Aimee S. Montanez
Beth A. Moran
Evan Patrick Moravansky
Daniel Patrick Morgan
Anthony Donovan Morgano
Alexander Morrow
Yaroslav Moshchenko
Jane Mou
Ryan Charles Muller
Adam Brian Won Pyo Munnell
Claudio Lucas Muter
Brandon S. Na
Jason Cole Napoli
Tanya Jo Nasra
Rebecca Manning Nelson
Thu N. Nguyen
Seth J. Nichols
Isabella G. Nocera
Adhemar Nunez
Jade Christina Oghoanina
Alana Jaclyn Ogoroch
William Joseph Ost
Shiraz Otani
Yumi Otzu
Irmak Ozer
Lauren N. Paganucci
Brenda Belem Palma Hernandez
Jennifer Elizabeth Pangburn
William David Parezo
Jesse Evan Parsons
Veronica Marie Passannante
Benjamin Richard Patch
Chloe Elizabeth Peer
Yuxuan Peng
Juan Diego Perez
Charles Perry
Ariana Jane Peterson
Kaleigh M. Pitcher
Ashra Louise Piterman
Jillian N. Pizzuto
Dori Marisa Polovsky
Joseph A. Prato
Nina Irene Cintron Pregosin
Daria Pronina
Uttosw Rahman
Andrew Perry Rainey
Danielle Nicole Randazzo
Gianna T. Rappa
Nisa Alexa Raso
Margaret Chen Ren
Shanayah Renois
Samantha L. Ridings
Luis Anthony Rios
Gena Elizabeth Rising
Caelum V. Rogers
Olivia Shirley Rogers
Alexandra Jennifer Rokhlin
Damon Rosenberg
Leah Marie Rossi
Ian Reed Rubin
Aidan Jacob Rubinshteyn
Caitlyn Ruggiero
Claudia J. Rutley
Colin M. Ryan
Dylan Carolyn Saez
Shirli Samara
Maximilian H. Samson
Ashley Marie Sanchez
Victoria Brooke Sanger
Rachel Cecilia Santana Felipes
John James Umani Santiago
Luis R. Santiago Jr.
Allison Janette Sargent
Christian J. Sayage
Kayla Catherine Scarecella
Ryan Frank Schaake
Juliana Rose Schechter
Megha Uma Schmalzle
Gillian Sarah Scholz
Matthew Logan Schwartz
Kevin M. Seager
Freddi E. Semel
Sarah Rose Sensi
Morgan P. Shahi
Sameerah B. Shaik
Riley James Shannon
Jacob S. Shereck
Michael Patrick Sherman
Zoey Robin Shulman
Steven Joseph Silverman
Margaret G. Slocum
Catherine M. Smith
Jennifer Katherine Smith
Melody Snedeker
Lindsey S. Snyder
Inarra N. Sorathiya
Craig David Specht
Lia Alexandra Stanco
Tyler Matthew Steele
Elisabeth A. Stein
Marni Gail Stepler
Taylor Lance Stolp
Matthew J. Sturman
Daniella Francesca Styagova
Brandon Thomas Suber
Jasper Thomas Suhr
Christopher Thomas Sullivan
Matthew William Sullivan
Anton Syku
Bonnie Sze
William Arthur Tabachnick
Annick E. Tabb
Samantha Gabriell Tassey
Thomas James Tegtmeier
Laiana M. Thomas
Sydney Lauren Thompson
Brendan P. Tighe
Melody To
Kelly Tom
Christina Song-Hang Tran
Sydney Tredo
Megan Kaleigh Trentacosta
Rosemarie Jacqueline Trezza
Kate Diane Trujillo
Joyce Tsang
Brianna Sue Tse-Wall
Katherine Jean Tye
Nichole A. Umeh-Atueyi
Grace Elizabeth Vaca
Nicholas Vazquez
Leslie A. Velasco
Ryan Anthony Vignali
Victoria Teresa Viola
Nithya Vishwanathan
Vera R. Wahquist
Samatha Julia Walsh
Shiyun Wang
Yiqing Wang
Yiting Wang
Jason M. Ward
Emily A. Watson Ley
Kathryn Mardele Weber
Tyler James Wegmann
Alysa Y. Wei
Jesse Jeorge Weinberg
Amada Joan Whitlock
Alagare Whittam
Sydney Rose Wieland
Lauren Felice Wiener
Ethan C. Wilenski
James Arthur Wilkinson Jr.
Taniya Williams
Carrie Lynn Winfield
Eliza Julie Wixted
Benjamin Wolfensohn
Catherine Grace Wong
Katy Xia Wong
Travis J. Wong
Trevor J. Wright
Ting-Hsuan Wu
Xiaobing Wu
Hilary Yao
Emily Rose Zeltmann
Jessica Zeng
Kaiqi Zhang
Kaylee Xiangping Zhang
Zhoujun Zheng
Conor Joseph Zinn
Sarah T. Zolty

48
HONORS IN THE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Maury Daniela Alvarez
Raymond Savino Arcieri
Barbara Carly Badeer
Claire Renee Baker
Alexandra P. Batista
Carly Taylor Berman
Matthew Ryan Boccia
Rebecca Bord
Julia Grace Bracco
Ben Taylor Brooks
Robin J. Brown
Angela Catherine Bruzzi
Alexa Marie Caridi
Patrick John Carroll
Mond Chen
Xiafen Chen
Kortney Virginia Coburn
Matthew Collins
Sanjeev Gupta Darisi
Cori Allyson Dauman
Evan S. Davis
Nikki Summer Dworkis
Michelle Joy Eisenberg
Nicholas Martin Evanoski
Isaiah Joseph Evans
Rachel S. Fang
Tamir David Felsen
Matthew Stephen Frank
Kaitlyn Jeanne Franger
Mia Diane Giordano
Valerie Joan Giordano
Adam Mark Heimowitz
Jessica Leigh Hickey
Sara Gabrielle Holand
Ryan Benjamin Hsiao
William Zachary Jin
Jaehoon Kang
Jared Aaron Klein
Claire Elizabeth Korber
Lindsay M. Korman
Emma Isabella Krempa
Nicole Rebecca Lalezarzadeh
Colleen-Ann Kiersten Leahey
Julia Amy Leavitt
DongHun Lee
Danielle Saige Lerner
Jake Lesser
Yu-Hsuan Liang
Joseph Arthur LoPinto
Viktoriya Manolova
Kelly Ann Martin
Victoria R. Matiatos
Casey Donna McCarthy
Lauren McDermott
Patrick Cicco McDonough
Ryan John McGrath
Jessica Marie Meano
Robert Matthew Mendelson
Tyler Jason Meyers
Alexandra Jenna Morchower
Daniel Moshenayov
Daniel A. Mottes
Sean Murphy
Deborah Lee Musselman
Jenna Marie Musto
Jaden Gwynn Noge
Natalie Trieste O'Brien
Kyle Dakota Palmer
Grace Pasqualina Palumbo
Victoria Rose Paradise
Rachel Lynne Parsons
James Thomas Pigot
Alexandra Morgan Reksten
Brian Henry Reumann
Marisa Julia Rios
Emily Hogan Roth
Henry Ruan
Elizabeth Rose Sladish
Benjamin Peter Squillante
Weidi Tian
Erin M. Toomey
Michael James Totaro
Sidney Tung
Omar Rauf Vintimilla
Brett Michael Wagner
Connor Ryan Wilson
Victoria Wong
Serena Yu
Richard Zhang
Naihao Zhu
Sarah Rose Zuckerman

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Annabelle K. Curcio
Aidan Matthew Dadabo
Alex William David
Ryan Patrick Dean
Aidan Dowling
Joshua I. Eagle
Tatjana Edelshteyn
Jared Daniel Feltman
Natalie Freilich
Ivette Fuentes
Brendan Gallagher
Joyce Lynette Gallo
Ashleigh Genus
Julia Marie Georges
Mia R. Germaine
Joshua Adam Gindi
Jeremy Goldberg
Jonathan R. Goncher
Reene Grasso
Daniel Joseph Greenberg
Spencer Owen Haynes
Jun Heo
Ashleigh Morgan Hudzik
Sandra Ilkkan
Muhammet Furkan Isik
Tao Jiang
Ankit J. Kapoor
Karan Kataria
Christian Kim
Justin Kim
Joe Kuang
Kerri Christine Kunkel
Ari J. Lachenauer
Heath Robert Larsson
Jordan Alexandra Leventhal
Brandon Li
Steven Aaron Link
Alvin Shaoyang Liu
Amanda Gah-Wai Loh
Noah Benjamin Luescher
Milan Majtorovic
Nicholas Marino
Viraj Mehta
Emily A. Mendelson
Aidan Patrick Monteverdi
David Seth Nachman
Gi Young Oh
Caiyun Rose O’Shea
Wen Chi Ouyang
Taylor Lynn Passuello
Michael Joseph Patalano
Grace E. Piampiano
Sean Reddy
Mikala Alicia Robinson
Thomas Joseph Rullo
Matthew Sebastian Scampoli

CUM LAUDE

Grace Schelp
Colleen Marie Schieck
Kimberly A. Schultz
Justyna Seager-Parulski
Megan M. Sedita
Neha Sharma
Michelle Sherman
Konstantin Shetekauri
Lucas Shum
Emily Grace Shutowich
Millena M. Skugor
Jinseop Song
Nicholas Anthony Stanton
Winston Teo
Alexis Rae Tillman
Nicholas Joseph Tiongson
Amanda K. Tracey
Sarah Jean Tuthill
Carlos Daniel Villafuerte Castro
Ziv Ziv
Xiaoyu Wang
Paulina Grace Weinreich
Lydia R. Westergaard
Lucy Qui Wong
Michelle M. Wong
Shirley Wong
Thomas Steven Yaovone
Jiarui Zhou

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Kimberly Eve Alweiss
Aukey Eyad Ashkar
Mitchell Kory Bay
Justin Christopher Benkovic
Elliot Harrison Beretz
Ross Philipp Bernstein
Matthew David Burrows
Valentina Campos-Peyrou
Nicolette Eleanor Capalbo
Michael Anthony Catanzaro
Edward In-Hwa Chan
JIay Chen
Andrew Brian Chin
In A. Choi
Max Richard Corrales
John Martin Cunningham

CUM LAUDE

Deniz Akinci
John Anthony Alejandro
Lana Elizabeth Anderson
Areeb Azam
Adam B. Baker
Zachary Barrett
Benjamin Schultz Belfield
Samuel Jacob Belkin
Anna Michelle Ben-Levy
Shahin Benyaminpour
Oriel Bigel
Madalyn Emma Binder
Mikaila Bogart
Peter Jared Bowman
Thomas Butler Burns
Tyler Joseph Burns
Maxxie Yujun Chen
Tian Chen
Zhi Lun Gloria Chen
Kaitlin Elizabeth Coughlin
Alejandro Cubillo Echeverria
Paul J. Daumer
Emily Katherine D’Arpino
Stamatia Marie Dimitriou
Grace Katherine Eiseman

HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Patrick Joseph Bubel
Michael Catania
Margaret F. Cech
Claire M. Childs
Daniel Jeffrey DelBalzo
Gabriel John Dubinsky
Eli Nathan Dworetzky
Jack Samuel Fitzgerald
Alexander Istvan Fogarasi
Jacob Merle Gershon
Kelly Ann Gottstine
Layne R. Gustafson
Joseph Thomas Hursys
Aidan Michael Hynes
Tomer Itzhaki
Tharun Reddy Kendukuri
Owen Robert Klepfer
Xin Li
Monica Ann Lyons
Gillian M. Martin

Aaron Saul Mizrahi
Tyler Foin Moy
Joseph William Osgood
Julia Grace Pietromicca
Joseph Mario Prisaznuk
Zachary J. Quinn
Rebecca E. Schneider
Ryan Joseph Sharpelletti
Jeremy Joseph Siegelstein
Aaron F. Spaulding
Shuofei Sun
Benjamin Gared Weiss
Stephen J. West
Allison Marie Zogby

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

David R. Arndts
Gurinder S. Bal
Jonathan Michael Blisko
Margaret Grace Blystone
Brian Burke
Hannah Marie Chesebro

Alexandra Nicole Damato
Chase B. Deluca
David George Demetres
Lindsey P. Feuerzeig
Michael Robert Fevola
Stephen N. Fisher
Francisco Fuentes Alegria
Daniel Akiva Goldring
Matthew Joseph Golubow
Heather Nicole Gorodess
Idan Ronen Greenstein
Amelia Anne Guyon
Evan J. Halstead
Lydia Jane Hanchett
Sarah Lynn Harris
Ivanka Genevieve Juran
Ariel Christina Khatchatourian
Brandon Ross Koening
Jordan Levin
Samuel Eric Levin
Brian J. Liebe
Holly Liu

Michael Joseph McCormack
Emma N. Northrup
Amanda Rose Pelkey
Joseph R. Sanchez
Daniel Albert Schaffer
Victoria Ann Schutrum
Francis Edward Scott
Zachary Phelan Shaw
Matthew Simiele
Hannah Dorothy Smith
Jacqueline Stella St Pierre
Michael Patrick Stanek
Brendan Michael Sullivan
Ashley Taylor Tang
Aidan Uy
Ariel Uzan
Matthew Lee Van Gorden
Cameron Ross Viezel
Kevin Jude Wallace
Stephen James Woska
Erik Jason Zhao
Yuxin Zhao
Jiangbin Zheng

HONORS IN THE THOMAS J. WATSON SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
CUM LAUDE

Diana Alzamareh
Tyler John Antonacci
Pranshu Babber
Troy Collin Ballinger
Jeremy A. Belkin
Nicholas Joseph Beninati
Caitlin Elizabeth Bertolini
Brian William Beyer
Allan Steven Bodden
Kate Chance Boyle
Julia Katherine Bradley
Jonah Michael Chambers
Kathryn Rose Claffey
Megan Marie Coles
Liam C. Connor
David Brian Demicco
Cynnia Mei Deng
Justin C. Diaz
Lucas J. Donnellan

Sarbast Doski
Joshua Andrew Eimer
Joseph James Esposito
Edward Nelson Etheridge IV
Stefano Falero
Emilia Ann Friedman
Christopher C. Glasheen
Justin Alex Gluck
Zachery A. Haag
Riley Lynn Heywood
Jay Raymond Johnson
Umut Cem Kayaalti
Tatum Isabella Kiff
Jeremy K. Klein
Nikolas Joseph Kritis
Cooper James Langanis
Matthew Legovich
Brendan Lin
Jared Ross Luckman
Shania Mahmud
Devon Mazzotta
Matthew Donald McFarland
Daniel J. McNeill
Jonathan Milongo Kazadi
Evan Conrad Moeller
Jose Enrique Morel
Dominick Joseph Morrone
Steven Nicholas
Darby Noeli O’Keefe
Kyle T. Olsent
Sai Anirudh Papineni
Ronald James Pasto Jr.
Milton A. Peraza
Emily Elizabeth Pocreva
Vera Mary Puglisi
Devin Andrew Quinn
Uttsow Rahman
Noah J. Reisch
Coby Alexander Rem
Nicholas Rizzo
Garrett Michael Robinson
Erich J. Ruckert
Nicol Marie Santoro
Lydia Marie Santucci
Tyler Ethan Schaiert
Christina Marie Schmidt
Lena Schwarzenberg
Jordana Gail Simon
Ryan K. Smith
Jillian Smollare
Coleman Torre Strine
Jasper Thomas Suhr
Brandon Joseph Vaglio
David Veller
Nicholas Francis Vierling
Nicholas James Walker
Douglas Christopher Worthington Jr.
Lijing Xu
Annie Yang
Williams Zhang Cen

SCHOLARLY SOCIETIES

ALPHA PI MU
Sarah S. Lam, faculty advisor
Allan Bodden
Alexandra Nicole Damato
Lydia Hanchett
Tatum Isabella Kiff
Brendan Lin
Matthew McFarland
Dominick Morrone
Vera Puglisi

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
George Bobinski, faculty advisor
Claire Renee Baker
Rachel S. Fang
Kaitlyn Jeanne Freenger
Mia Diane Giordano
Valerie Joan Giordano
Benjamin Max Jaspan
Colleen-Ann Kiersten Leahey
Taejune Lee
Yu-Hsuan Liang
Joseph Arthur LoPinto
Viktoria Manolova
Tyler Jason Meyers
Daniel A. Mottes
Natalie Trieste O’Brien
Rachel Lynne Parsons
Adam David Portnoy
Elizabeth Rose Sladish
Benjamin Peter Squillante
Weidi Tian
Omar Raul Vintimilla
Victoria Wong
Jennifer Lisette Zepeda
Sarah Rose Zuckerman

CHI ALPHA EPSILON
Akeem E. Samuels, advisor
Ayesha Arthur
Autumn Baker
Petagaye Bryan
Christian Cuatlatl
Shaina Dehoyos
Katterin De La Cruz
Hadja Diallo
Pablo Funes-Montaldo
Jasmin Garcia
Jeffrey Garcia
Samanta Hernandez
Umu Jalloh
Jawaad Javaid
Brianna Johnson
Siran Li
Edgar Lopez
Brianna McLaughlin
Kayla Newman
Florence Nkrumah
Marlon Pimentel
Dazriel Rivera
Alexis Robinson
Nicole Umeh-Atueyi
Joel Velasco
Kim Washington
Prince Wireko
Sunny Zhang
Jingfang Zhu

CHI ALPHA SIGMA
Alicia Goode, advisor
Erica Bachiller
Barbara Badeer
Ross Bernstein
Samantha Beyar
Amelia Biancardi
Victoria Caroli
Sydney Corda
Jessica Cueva-Scarpelli
Michelle Eisenberg
Samara Eisenberg
Jack Fitzgerald
Alyssa Franze
Sophia Gelard
Maya Haykal
Sara Herskowitz
Victoria Keghlian
Kevin Kelly
Karlee Krchnavi
Noah Luuscher
Rani Marhaba
Gregory Matzelle
Shannon McGreevy
Hannah Mellino
Tyler Meyers
Aidan Monteverdi
Daniel Mottes
Kushaan Nath
Rebecca Nelson
Taylor Passuello
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Mallory Prelewicz
Olivia Ramil
Amanda Ricci
Gregory Satriale
Daniel Schaffer
Lindsey Stephen
Kaylee Wasco
Tyler Wegmann
Lianne Weitzman
Abigail Wick
Janelle Williams
Troy Zanger

ETA KAPPA NU
David Klotzkin, faculty advisor
Margaret Cech
Liam Connor
Joseph Hurysz
Tharun Reddy Kandukuri
Jonathan Milongo Kazadi
Ariel Khatchatourian
Aaron Mizrahi
Milton Peraza
Noah Reisch
Erich Ruckert
Nicole Santoro
Tyler Schaier
Matthew Simiele
Aaron Spaulding

GAMMA KAPPA ALPHA
Brendan Hennessey, faculty advisor
Simone DeBellis
Antonietta Macri

GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Lucius Willis, advisor
Jacob C. Abramowitz
Jason Danglo
Jamie Gruenberger
Marisol Muniz
Isabel Olivieri
Jordan M. Pagan
Abraham A. Redie

KAPPA DELTA PI
Suzanne McLeod, faculty advisor
Gina Arcidiacono
Megan Balter
Alexandra Belyea
Olivia Billeci
Emily Blum
Brad Calendrillo
Christopher Cucinotta
Tara Donnelly
Kelsey Dukerich
Dora Espinoza
Alexis Fassenfeld
Grace Horcher
Griffin Mayhew
Boukary Ouedraogo
Jane Sherwin
Suzanne Stephenson
Jasper Suhr
Thomas Tegtmeyer
Allison Tipaldo

National residence hall honorary

Don Albrecht, advisor
Meryl Stromberg, advisor

NU RHO PSI
Christopher Bishop, faculty advisor
Alexis E. Chase
Andrew Louis Chin
Marissa Cimmino
Shannon Gallo
Asaf Hiltzik
Kristen Marie Hoyt
Lily Kolb
Stephanie Merrill
Hannah Mary Moore
Elisabeth A. Stein
Karen Stephenson
Gabrielle Autumn Wolf

PHI ALPHA THETA
Meg Leja, faculty advisor
Nathan W. Barker
Alexandra M. Belyea
Ashley J. Clark
Liam E. Corr
Christopher Cucinotta
Alexander D. Laurens
Allison M. McGourty
Lea Romano
Claudia J. Rutley
Allison Tipaldo
Amy C. Williamson
Meghan E. Willis

PHI BETA KAPPA
Alex Feingold, faculty advisor
Jacob Charles Abramowitz
Charles James Altman
Gina M. Anasagasti
Jordan Atary
Sarah Baker
Jasper Baur
Alexandra Marie Belyea
Julia T. Berliner
Alyssa Paige Boyle
Douglas Matthew Braun
Dakota M. Browne
Jacob S. Buchner
Madeline B. Castagna
Viktoria Alexandra Cegielski
Kelly Crane
Kristin A. Crowder
Jennifer H. Dewhurst
Kayla-Mae DiDi
Rachel M. DiSibio
Samara C. Eisenberg
Claire Factor
Nicholas A. Faia
Richelle P. Fassler
Miranda C. Fatolitis
Ruth C. Fatolitis
Jacob M. Forchheimer
Jillian Cayla Forstadt
Christopher J. Fugina
Marcela Garcia
Makenzie M. Gazura
Colby H. Germann
Peter Gibby
Leah Rose Goldberg
Rebecca Gorman
Madison Gowett
Melanie B. Gulbas
Andzelika Gumiennaik
Jessica Mary Gutowitz
Molly D. Heit
Kevin B. Henneberger
Kelly A. Herder
Emma H. Hirsch
Kristen M. Hoyt
Natalia Jurek
Ethan Parker Knox
Matthew Andrew Krebs
Alexandra T. Lindstrom
Colleen N. Magowan
Bethany Maloney
Rachel Marin
Liliana L. Martinez
Julia Marshall
Luke Ng Maxwell
Emma Elizabeth May
Allison Marie McGourty
Molly C. Moran
Lexi S. Murman
Serina May Nelson

 Randy A. Owen
 Valnic S. Patel
 Jeny Paulson
 Amy F. Perry
 John M. Petersen
 Isabel J. Pierangelo
 Austin J. Pizzella
Alexandria B. Pollock
Colin Hayden Pritchard
Katherine M. Ramsey
Allison L. Regan
Jonathan R. Rettig
Adelle M. Ricci
Tiffany Rose Ricciardi
Amanda M. Ripley
Meredith L. Rogers
Emma M. Ross
Calendra Scalf
Leora Schwadron
Bridget M. Shanley
William Richard Shepardson
Keith Lewis Sherman
Lauren A. Steffann
Lindsey Stephen
Karen M. Stephenson
Ryan Strick
Allison Tipaldo
Michael David Toledano
Sean C. Velazquez
Matthew R. Walz
Leah F. Warth
Isaac R. Wecht
Kimberly A. Weil
Sophia C. Weissman
Liana L. Weitzman
Hannah Lawrence Werner
Samantha R. Wiatrak
Meghan E. Willis
Jinhua Xie
Jorge L. Zuniga

PHI ETA SIGMA
Elizabeth Staff, advisor
Samantha Aiosa
Sebastian Albujar
Logan Alvarez
Kaitlyn Bartholomew
Jenna Battaglia
Rebecca Becourtney
Alexandra Belyea
Madalyn Binder
Michelle Blaifeder
Margaret Blaystone
Erin Bourke
Alyssa Boyle
Rachel Breslow
Robin Brown
Jacob Buchner
Gianna Bueti
Alexis Burrows
PI MU EPSILON

Alex Feingold, faculty advisor
Gina Anasagasti
Sara Berlinger
Mark Caldropoli
Alan Chen
Kristal Sophia Clark
Trevor A. Clark
Maayan M. Cohen
Gina Como
Joseph Croce
Olivia Daigneau
Kayla-Mae DiDio
Samara Eisenberg
Hannah Fishman
Theresa Guthrie
Matthew Heym
Hyojin Jeon
Matthew Andrew Krebs
Alexander Laurens
Tianqi Li
Steven Link
Haolan Ma
Ryan Paul Mandelis
Carlin McEnroe
Alexander Morrow
Jason Napoli
Chad Walter Nelson
John Petersen
Utsow Rahman
Alexander M. Rich
Amanda Marie Riple
Ian Reed Rubin
Ryan Sharpelletti
Anna Sokolowski
Alec Somerstein
Jasper Suhr
Cameron Vizeel
Ting-Hsuan Wu
Rujin Zhu

PSI CHI

Deanne Westerman, faculty advisor
Raymond Amirault
Samantha Lynn Bakke
Olivia M. Billeci
Kristin Aline Crowder
Anissa Rose Fava
Sarah Renee Foran
Marcela Garcia Velasquez
Anastasia Guerra
Kaitlyn T. Kellilher
Julia Abby Kolodny
Rachel Marin
Mauricio Montes
Andrea M. Price
Samantha L. Ridings
Michael Lazaros Salerno
Alessandra Ivana Schiavi
Megan M. Sedita
Allison Tipaldo
Amina Ali Tipu
Jeremy Ethan Tuchinsky
Brendan Walsh

SIGMA DELTA PI

Chesna Ann Lenkhaitis, faculty advisor
Amanda Choy
Bridget Kane
Liliana Martinez
Hannah Mellino
Katherine Posniak
Naydelin Veras

SIGMA PI SIGMA

Bruce White, faculty advisor
Robert Beblavy
Steven Blum
Douglas Chadwick
Vincent Cuda
Nancy Huang
Jake Kaufman
John Kern
Matthew Krebs
Chad Nelson
Randy Owen
Charlesy Tomassetti

SIGMA THETA TAU

Deborah Palmer, faculty advisor
Jodi Sutherland, faculty advisor
Madison Albrecht
Daniel Alfa
Carly Alsofrom
Alena Becker
Bailey Bravin
Erin Brembs
Maya Bryant
Sara Colavito
Vanessa Collins
Sophia D’Arienzo
Rebecca Dauth
Brooke Devrish
Alanna Dodrill
Stephanie G Donofrio
Carley Duffek
Erica Federico
Abigail Fudge
McKenzie Fuller
Shaina Garrett
Rachel Guinther
Katelyn Hoy
Juliana Kane
Michael Kern
Alexa LaScala
Suejin Lee
Talia Lindenberg
Vanessa Lisio
Lia Magnani
Karla Marte
Clara McNeil
Natalie Monico
Michelle Morginstin
Rebecca Morley
Sophia Mrazik
Erica Olsen
Joanna Patchett
Breanne Payson
Alexis Pekrul
Alexis Poveromo
Sean Putnam
Amanda Rodriguez
Maria Scorzelli
Paige Segal
Anthony Segreti
Megan Sutton
Sarah Sypa
Jennifer Thrall
Cassandra Vaccio
Melanie Yap

TAU BETA PI

Colin Selleck, advisor
David Arndts
Margaret Blystone
Patrick Bubel
Michael Catania
Margaret Cech
Jonah Chambers
Hannah Chesebro
Alexandra Damato
Danny DelBalzo
Gabriel Dubinsky
Jack Fitzgerald
Alexander Fogarasi
Francisco Fuentes Alegria
Jacob Gershon
Daniel Goldring
Heather Gorodes
Matthew Golubow
Amelia Guyon
Joe Hurysz
Aiden Hynes
Tomer Itzhaki
Ivanka Juran
Tharun Reddy Kandukuri
Ariel Khatчатourian
Samuel Levin
Gillian Martin
Michael McCormack
Aaron Mirzahri
Jose Morel
Emma Northrup
Amanda Pelkey
Julia Pietromicca
Joseph Prisaznuk
Zachary Quinn
Rebecca Schneider
Victoria Schutrum
Matthew Simiele
Hannah Smith
Ryan Smith
Aaron Spaulding
Michael Stanek
Brendan Sullivan
Shuofei Sun

TAU SIGMA

Rollie O. Buchanan, advisor
Kevin Andrade
Pranshu Babber
Emily Barnes
Kristen Behrens
Benjamin Belfield
Matthew Benninger
Talia Bessler
Richard Caldicott
Kevin Carr
Sean Carr
Jiayi Chen
Alisa Darson
Racquel Davis
Margaret Day
Kevin DePaolo
David Dropkin
Carley Duffek
Claire Factor

HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Michael Farley  
Sarah Foran  
Mckenzie Fuller  
Peter Gibby  
Daniel Goldring  
Theresa Grillo  
Carolyn Hampsey  
Tessa Hauck  
Omar Hernandez  
Johh Janeski Jr  
Sydney Karp  
Joseph Kennedy  
Tessa Lively  
Jesse Lofaso  
Justin Lootens  
Sylvana Levine  
Morgan Machado  
Kelly Mann  
Liliana Martinez  
Annette Mclune  
Viraj Mehta  
Emily Mendelson  
Leanne Miller  
Frances Morris  
Martin Mundackal  
David Nachman  
Amanda Nelson  
Haley Norton  
Zachary O’Connell  
Hayato Ogawa  
Erica Olsen  
Mmachimerem Onyemelukwe  
Damia Pane  
Misty Rodriguez  
Adama Sakho  
Anthony Scalfani  
Justyna Seager-Parulski  
Megan Sedita  
Amanda Sheerin  
Keith Sherman  
Charles Silliman  
Margaret Slocum  
Catherine Smith  
Jinseop Song  
Benjamin Squillante  
Jenna Thilman  
Weidi Tian  
Michael Tompkins  
Sydney Tredo  
Katherine Tye  
Nadia Wasserman  
Kaleigh Watkins  
Madeline White  
Jiying Xu  
Diak Yoshioka  
Naihao Zhu

**HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS**

**UPSILON PI EPSILON**

*Eileen Head, faculty advisor*

Kevin Arthur Andrade  
Troy Ballinger  
Mark Caldropoli  
Justin Diaz  
Colin Frietak  
Jordan Levin  
Evan Moeller  
Uttswa Rahman  
Jacqueline St. Pierre  
Ryan Sharpelletti  
Jordana Simon  
Jasper Suhr  
Cameron Viezel

**DEPARTMENTAL HONORS IN THE HARPUR COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allison Claire Abrams</td>
<td>Honors in Judaic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor J. Allen</td>
<td>Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Amberger</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Amirault</td>
<td>Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Jade Au</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Lynn Bakke</td>
<td>Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violeta Bangiyev</td>
<td>Honors in Judaic Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marie Barnes</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Beaver</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Gerald Bebavay</td>
<td>Honors in Mathematical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa J. Bernstein</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia C. Biancardi</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jess Brody</td>
<td>Honors in Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Cargill</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Carr</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeray H. Chang</td>
<td>Honors in Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zackary Youssif Chaqur</td>
<td>Honors in Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Chavez</td>
<td>Honors in Comparative Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander D. Christen</td>
<td>Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laine Elizabeth Cohen</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Sherwood Cottle</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenlu Cui</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Darcy</td>
<td>Honors in Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Jean Day</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Dominick DeCola</td>
<td>Honors in Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Dias</td>
<td>Honors in Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Dorushkin</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Nathan Dworetzky</td>
<td>Honors in Mathematical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samara Claire Eisenberg</td>
<td>Honors in Mathematical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kade Michael Estelle</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zekiel Zelitch Factor</td>
<td>Honors in Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Cagan Fatolitis</td>
<td>Honors in French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan S. Feuer</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guihua Gan</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Sherwood Cottle</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenlu Cui</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Darcy</td>
<td>Honors in Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Jean Day</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Dominick DeCola</td>
<td>Honors in Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Nathan Goldberg</td>
<td>Honors in Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgette R. Gordon</td>
<td>Distinguished Independent Work in Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Gruenberger</td>
<td>Honors in Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler James Gutchess</td>
<td>Honors in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Mary Gutowitz</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Lynne Hall</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikayel Harutyunyan</td>
<td>Honors in Art and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Elizabeth Himmler</td>
<td>Distinguished Independent Work in Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Gabrielle Holan</td>
<td>Honors in Cinema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna A. Hyppolite</td>
<td>Honors in Africana Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rose Ives</td>
<td>Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily S. Jelen</td>
<td>Honors in Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Nora Jules</td>
<td>Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Rogan C. Kaisen
Honors in Philosophy

Riku Kawasaki
Honors in Art and Design

Sequoia Campsie Kay Hill
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Mikayla Marie Keir
Honors in Art and Design

Kassie Lee Kelso
Honors in Theatre

Gillian Maria Kenah
Honors in English

Lance Kim
Honors in English

Jessica A. Kiss
Honors in Theatre

Kendra LaCourt
Honors in Art and Design

Liam Godfrey Lane
Honors in Anthropology

Yue Li
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Liam Victor Lieblein
Honors in Philosophy

Carl Lincoln McCarter-Nyberg
Honors in English

Bashel Sarina Lubarsky
Honors in Art and Design

Julia Freda Lustig
Honors in Judaic Studies

Nadine Madiou
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Rachel Marin
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology

Halle Saorirse McMahon
Honors in Art and Design

George Quentin Melnick-Kelley
Honors in Art and Design

Robert Tristan Mercogliano
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Matthew Joseph Migliore
Honors in English

Jared T. Miller
Distinguished Independent Work in Biochemistry

Sophia O. Miller
Honors in English

Dylan Joseph Mitlof
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Samantha Paige Mizrahi
Honors in Art and Design

Aimee S. Montaño
Honors in Art and Design

Roberto Montero
Honors in English

Tanya Jo Nasra
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Mahum Aamir Nazar
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

Chad Walter Nelson
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Christina Noreen O’Hara
Honors in Philosophy

Joseph William Osgood
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Shiraz Otani
Honors in Judaic Studies

Randy Allen Owen
Distinguished Independent Work in Physics

Jia Yi Pan
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

Yasha N. Parawar
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law

Eta Tzipporah Pastreich
Honors in Anthropology

Ariella S. Patchen
Honors in Sociology

Amanda Elizabeth Patenaude
Honors in English

Rae Elizabeth Peacock
Honors in Art and Design

Isabel J. Pierangelo
Honors in Sociology

Gabriel Rocco Pinciotti
Honors in Theatre

Danielle Lara Plaue
Honors in English

Ellie Plotkin-Kaye
Distinguished Independent Work in Biological Sciences

Dori Marisa Polovskv
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology

Dominique Rose Puglisi
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Misty Lou Rodriguez
Honors in Theatre

Michael Lazaros Salerno
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology

Megha Uma Schmalzle
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Bella L. Seastrand
Honors in Art and Design

Jordan Sergio
Distinguished Independent Work in Psychology

Jeremy Henry Siegelstein
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Brittaney Skavla
Honors in Cinema

Christine Viola Skorupa
Honors in Theatre

Joseph Timothy Smith IV
Honors in Economics

Ryan Strick
Honors in Geography

Elijah John Stroessner
Honors in History

Matthew William Sullivan
Honors in Geography

Annick E. Tabb
Honors in English

Caiti-Erin Teresa Talty
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Kaiqi Zhang
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Zachary Joseph Taylor
Distinguished Independent Work in Integrative Neuroscience

Dylan Robert Turleto
Honors in Sociology

Zachary Joseph Taylor
Honors in Art and Design

Brianna Sue Tse-Wall
Honors in Art and Design

Nikolai Augustus Tubbs
Honors in Environmental Studies

Jake A. Tuckman
Honors in Mathematical Sciences

Alexander Veilleux
Honors in English

Kaleigh E. Watkins
Honors in Music

Sara Jean Watson
Honors in Art and Design

Kelsey Ann Watts
Honors in Music

Hannah Lawrence Werner
Honors in Economics

Robert Evan Wightman
Honors in Philosophy

Janelle Nicole Williams
Honors in Sociology

Meghan Elizabeth Willis
Honors in Sociology

Daiki Yoshioka
Honors in Comparative Literature

Jacqueline Brigitte Zahn
Distinguished Independent Work in Chemistry

Paul Serguei Zakrepine
Distinguished Independent Work in Biochemistry

Linda Zheng
Honors in Philosophy, Politics and Law
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS IN THE THOMAS J. WATSON SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Patrick Bubel  
**Academic Excellence in Mechanical Engineering**

Eli N. Dworetzky  
**Academic Excellence in Electrical and Computer Engineering**

Colin Fiutak  
**Service to Department in Computer Science**

Alexander Fogarasi  
**Academic Excellence in Biomedical Engineering**

Jacob Gershon  
**Service to Department in Biomedical Engineering**

Lydia Hanchett  
**Service to Department in Industrial and Systems Engineering**

Thomas Hurley  
**Service to Department in Mechanical Engineering**

Umut Kayaalti  
**Academic Excellence in Dual-Diploma Program**

Owen R. Klepfer  
**Academic Excellence in Industrial and Systems Engineering**

Tyler Moy  
**Service to Department in Mechanical Engineering**

Joseph Osgood  
**Academic Excellence in Computer Science**

Rebecca Schneider  
**Academic Excellence in Mechanical Engineering**

Matthew Simiele  
**Service to Department in Electrical and Computer Engineering**

BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM

William Ziegler, Executive Director

CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT’S HONORS

Jacob Abramowitz  
Shabienska Achil  
Caleb Almeter  
Jeannie Alonzo  
Hunter Andrasko  
Thomas Annesi  
Anna Ben-Levy  
Brandon Bullock  
Jordan Castro  
Claire Childs  
Ian Choe  
Marissa Cimmino  
Kayla Cooper  
Jake Cope  
Nicholas Dadario  
Giselle D’Andrea  
Anthony Darling  
Cori Dauman  
Julia Davis  
Simone DeBellis  
Lucas Donnellan  
Matthew Dorfman  
Aidan Dowling  
Thomas Dowling  
Eli Dworetzky  
Miranda Fatolitis  
Ruth Fatolitis  
John Flouskakos  
Natalie Freilich  
Jason Gaffney  
Colby Germann  
Alexandra Goetz  
Jeremy Goldberg  
Leah Goldberg  
Layne Gustafson  
Jessica Gutowitz  
Alexander Haber  
Molly Heit  
Maxwell Hisiger  
Sara Holand  
Gabriela Iacovano  
Mio Ito  
Emily Jelen  
Rachel Klein  
Matthew Krebs  
Michael Kuhl  
Joseph Landers  
Cooper Langanis  
Julia Leavitt  
Vito Lembo  
Jordan Levin  
Samuel Levin  
Lucas Maciel  
Bethany Maloney  
Gillian Martin  
Andrea Martinez  
Nichael Mcfarlane  
Emily Mendlson  
Scott Mirenberg  
Evam Moeller  
Mauricio Montes  

Tyler Moy  
Isabella Nocera  
Adhemar Nunez  
Ela Pastrich  
Valmic Patel  
Jemy Paulson  
Amanda Pelkey  
Allison Regan  
Marisa Rios  
Amanda Ripley  
Kathryn Rohringer  
Emma Ross  
Rebecca Schneider  
Neha Sharma  
Jack Shearer  
Millena Skugor  
Michael Spivak  
Allison Tipaldo  
David Titus  
Charley Tomassetti  
Matthew Trotta  
Jake Tuckman  
Paola Velazquez  
Sean Velazquez  
Cameron Viezel  
Matthew Walz  
Alyssa Wei  
Benjamin Weiss  
Hannah Werner  
Samantha Wiatrak  
Jorge Zuniga

CANDIDATES FOR ALL-UNIVERSITY HONORS

Joseph Adler  
Ikjot Chawla  
Andrew Eget  
Zachary Feinstein  
Samantha Fernandez  
Johanna Gandelsman  
Ashley Garcia  
Alison Gim  
Daniel Hennie  
Ripley Mars  
Isabel Mathew  
Candice O’Connor  
Ryan O’Rourke  
Benjamin Reading  
Andrew Riggio  
Brian Shapiro  
 Alec Sommerstein  
 Andrew Teller  
 Nicholas Willmart
HONORS AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

COLLEGIATE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ENTRY PROGRAM

Sharon Bryant, faculty advisor
Shantel Allison
Jeannie Alonzo
Jada Basdeo
Natalia Basualdo
Allan Bodden
Petagaye A. Bryan
Isaiah Buchanan
Arianny Cabrera
Sophea M. Clarke
Mark Castellanos
Katterin De La Cruz
Margaret G. De los Santos
Karamo Diaby
Imina Emokpa
Luis Espiritusanto
Samantha R. Fernandez
LaMyia Glasgow
Jhena D. Hammond
Omar F. Hernandez
Tisnue Jean-Baptiste
Marc A. Jimenez
Melissa A. Jones
Abdulkhalil Khalil
Nichelae McFarlane
Annique S. McLune
Jonathan Milongo Kazadi
Mauricio Montes
Nana K. Mpah
Bryan Obregon Blaker
David Oladunjoye
Beatriz R. Peregrino
Nina Pregosin
Kelsey Pruitt
Nayelhi G. Sanchez-Lorenzo
Nadia Smith
Sakile Stephenson
Shuofei Sun
Sydney Thompson
Taitana Woodburn
Jinhua Xie
Eileen Yan

LOUIS STOKES ALLIANCE FOR MINORITY PARTICIPATION

Monica Majors, advisor
Logan Alvarez
Jada Basdeo
Natalia Basualdo
Mark Castellanos
Luis Espiritusanto
Pablo Fuentes
Marc Jimenez
Jonathan Milongo Kazadi
Bryan Obregon Blaker
David Oladunjoye
Milton Peraza
Nathaniel Perez
Dina Naples Layish, faculty advisor
Kimberly Eve Alweiss
Julia Grace Bracco
Robin J. Brown
Matthew Collins
Cori Allyson Dauman
Aidan Dowling
Tatyana Edelshteyn
Tamir David Felsen
Jared Daniel Feltman
Matthew Stephen Frank
Kaitlyn Jeanne Frenger
Joshua Adam Gindi
Renee Grasso
Ryan Benjamin Hsiao
Harrison Evan Ivers
Ari J. Lachenauer
Brandon Uri Lebovitch
Yu-Hsuan Liang
Steven Aaron Link
Alvin Shaoyang Liu
Kelly Ann Martin
Ryan John McGrath
Jessica Marie Meano
Emily A. Mendelson
Scott Reid Mirenberg
Daniel A. Mottes
Deborah Lee Musselman
Jaden Gwynn Nogee
Rachel Lynne Parsons
Adam David Portnoy
Alexandra Morgan Reksten
Brian Henry Reumann
Mikala Alicia Robinson
Justin Sachs
Grace Schelp
Brandon Sekler
Maryam Soomro
Victoria Wong

MCNAIR SCHOLARS PROGRAM

Gervlyne Auguste, advisor
Ewuraba Annan
Ayesha Arthur
Jose Chavez
Racquel Davis
Pablo Funes
Jasmin Garcia
Tisnue Jean-Baptiste
Branna J. Johnson
Shawn Lansing
Cheyenne Lewis
Jonathan Milongo-Kazadi
Bryan Obregon Blaker
David Oladunjoye
Randy Owen
Milton Peraza
Nina Pregosin
Johanna Quituisaca
Adama Sakho
Shuofei Sun
Muzzammil Ullah

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS SCHOLARS PROGRAM

Aldin Naples Layish, faculty advisor
Kimberly Eve Alweiss
Julia Grace Bracco
Robin J. Brown
Matthew Collins
Cori Allyson Dauman
Aidan Dowling
Tatyana Edelshteyn
Tamir David Felsen
Jared Daniel Feltman
Matthew Stephen Frank
Kaitlyn Jeanne Frenger
Joshua Adam Gindi
Renee Grasso
Ryan Benjamin Hsiao
Harrison Evan Ivers
Ari J. Lachenauer
Brandon Uri Lebovitch
Yu-Hsuan Liang
Steven Aaron Link
Alvin Shaoyang Liu
Kelly Ann Martin
Ryan John McGrath
Jessica Marie Meano
Emily A. Mendelson
Scott Reid Mirenberg
Daniel A. Mottes
Deborah Lee Musselman
Jaden Gwynn Nogee
Rachel Lynne Parsons
Adam David Portnoy
Alexandra Morgan Reksten
Brian Henry Reumann
Mikala Alicia Robinson
Justin Sachs
Grace Schelp
Brandon Sekler
Maryam Soomro
Victoria Wong
DUAL-DIPLOMA PROGRAM

Allison Nyamuame, advisor
Oktay Sekercisoy, advisor
Cankat Akbulut
Nazerke Akimzhan
Deniz Akınçı
Şimel Aldemir
Mert Avcıoğlu
Ege Bahçeci
Ayşe Bakar
Elif Basan
Mehmet Bayhoca
Zeynep Bayraktar
Ahmet Bozkurt
Ecem Canbulan
Aleya Ceylan
Özlem Çınar
Anıl Cingisiz
Sultan Çağlayan
Nihatcan Coşkun
Yunus Demir
Selin Dinç
Yağmur Eğilmez
Yıldırım Erdal
Anıl Erguvan
Özden Ertan
Lütfi Evliyaoğlu
Dilara Günsür
Can Guvenç
Eğemen İnal
Muhammet Işık
Umut Kayaları
Elif Kayalı
Ali Kayapınar
Akın Kılıç
İlhan Kılıç
Özde Kısa
İşlây Kocaoğlu
Piril Okuroğulları
Sinem Özden
Ömer Özkan
Mehmet Özkaya
Ege Pekçenç
Ozan Sayılır
Onur Tasanız
Gizemnur Taşkın
Pınar Tezcan
Mahmut Türkmenoğlu
Levent Yalçınalp
Eğe Yavaşcan
Eğe Zagnus

AWARDS

CHANCELLOR’S AWARD FOR STUDENT EXCELLENCE
Madison Gowett
Emily Jelen
Shawn Lansing
Liliana Martinez
Emily Mendelson
John Santare
Sean Velazquez
James Wilkinson
Daiki Yoshioka

PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT EXCELLENCE
Hunter Andrasko
Colleen Magowan
Rani Marhaba
Lexi Murman*
Emma Ross*

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
Jasper Baur
James Nathan Goldberg*
Jared Miller*
Shuofei Sun

*Honorable mention
Binghamton University opened its doors as Triple Cities College in 1946 to serve the needs of local veterans returning from service in World War II. Originally located in Endicott, five miles west of the present campus, the fledgling school was a branch of Syracuse University. Four years later, when the college was incorporated into the State University of New York, it was renamed Harpur College in honor of Robert Harpur, a Colonial teacher, patriot and pioneer, who devoted his later years to settling the area around Binghamton.

Until 1953, Harpur College was one of only two public liberal arts colleges in the state. In 1961, the campus was moved across the Susquehanna River to Vestal. Growing enrollment and a reputation for excellence soon led to the selection of Harpur College as one of four doctorate-granting university centers in the state system. In 1965, the campus was formally designated the State of New York at Binghamton. Binghamton University was adopted as its informal name in 1992.

Today, Binghamton University is known for the excellence of its students, faculty, staff and programs, and enrolls over 18,000 students in programs leading to bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees. More than 14,000 students are undergraduates and nearly 4,000 are graduate students. Its curriculum, founded on the liberal arts, has expanded to include selected professional and graduate programs, including the Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) program launched in fall 2017.

The University offers more than 100 major degree programs across its academic divisions and is recognized as the most selective and prestigious university in the SUNY system. College guides such as the Fiske Guide to Colleges have dubbed Binghamton a “premier public university in the Northeast.” Students actively take part in internships, education-abroad programs, honors programs, Division I athletics and many of the 450+ student organizations on campus. They enjoy attractive, comfortable living-and-learning residences, and they give faculty high marks for being approachable and inspirational.

Binghamton’s faculty and students come from more than 100 countries, bringing with them many different cultures and backgrounds and representing a wealth of ideas. It has an excellent research library, outstanding computer facilities, a superb performing arts center, a teaching greenhouse, a 190-acre Nature Preserve, an Events Center and more.

Binghamton is a highly regarded research university, yet, at the same time, is as accessible as a smaller school. Retention is well above national averages, and more undergraduates are admitted into nationally ranked, rigorous graduate programs than is the norm nationally for public research universities.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The shapes, colors and trim of gowns, hoods and caps indicate the academic degree, the school granting the degree and the subject of study. The higher the degree, the more elaborate the costume. Gowns are distinguished by the shape of the sleeves. Bachelor’s gowns have pointed sleeves, masters’ have sleeves cut square at the back and doctor’s gowns also have velvet facing and three velvet bars on the sleeves that are either black or a color indicating the degree: dark blue for philosophy; light blue for education; golden yellow for science; pink for music; orange for engineering; brown for fine arts; white for arts, letters and humanities; and copper for economics.

Hoods are distinguished by length, lined with the official color(s) of the conferring institution and trimmed with a color indicating the subject in which the degree is granted. Blue and gold, the color of the State University of New York, are in the hoods of all those who will receive a doctorate today, including honorary degree recipients.

The cap or mortarboard is black, with a long tassel that may be black or the color appropriate to the subject. Only doctors’ caps may have a tassel of gold thread. It is customary for graduates to move tassels from right to left after degrees are conferred.
ABOUT BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY

INTERNATIONAL FLAGS

Binghamton University attracts students and scholars from across New York state, the country and the world. The international flags that hang in the Events Center during Commencement ceremonies and at other venues on campus during the academic year represent the more than 100 nations our students hail from. Flown since Commencement 1997, these flags are an important visual reminder that Binghamton University's strength lies in its people who represent a great variety of cultures, backgrounds and ideas.

THE UNIVERSITY MACE

A gift of the Class of 1993, the University mace represents the magisterial authority of the University as an institution of higher learning. Such symbols go far back into antiquity, their use proclaiming the power of the holder. Today, the mace stands for the pre-eminence of the world of knowledge.

Professor John Thomson of the Department of Art and Design undertook the commission by the Class of 1993 for the University mace. Nearly three feet long, it is made of hand-turned, polished walnut. The spherical head has two inset cast-bronze facets in the shape of medallions. One bears the seal of Binghamton University. The other carries a high-relief rendering of Pegasus, the flying horse of Greek mythology, which as a part of the seal symbolizes the University's aspirations for its future.
TRUSTEES, COUNCIL AND ADMINISTRATION

State University of New York Board of Trustees
Merryl Tisch, Chair
Cesar Perales, Vice Chair
Joseph Belluck ’89
Courtney Eagles Burke
Eric Corngold
Robert Duffy
Christy Fogal
Gwen Kay
Eunice A. Lewin
Stanley S. Litow
Austin Ostro
Richard Socarides
Carl Spielvogel
Edward Spiro
Cary Staller

Binghamton University Council
Kathryn Grant Madigan, Esq., Chair
Linda H. Biemer
Anthony F. Fiala Jr., MBA ’99
Jennifer A. Lesko
Dennis C. McCabe, Esq.
James W. Orband, Esq., ’81
Matthew Salanger
Maureen D. Wilson, MBA ’83
Franklin L. Richards, Student Representative

Binghamton University Administration
Harvey G. Stenger, President
John C. Koch, Vice President for Advancement
JoAnn J. Navarro ’93, MBA ’02, Vice President for Operations
Donald G. Nieman, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Brian T. Rose, Vice President for Student Affairs
Bahgat G. Sammakia, Vice President for Research
Sheila E. Doyle, Executive Director, Binghamton University Foundation
Patrick Elliott, Director, Athletics
Nicole Sirju-Johnson, MBA ’99, PhD ’11, Interim Chief Diversity Officer
Laura R. Bronstein, Dean, College of Community and Public Affairs
Elizabeth S. Chilton, Dean, Harpur College of Arts and Sciences
Upinder S. Dhillon, Dean, School of Management
Curtis L. Kendrick, Dean of Libraries, University Libraries
Gloria E. Meredith, Founding Dean, School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences
Mario R. Ortiz, Dean, Decker College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Krishnaswami Srihari, Dean, Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science
Aondover A. Tarhule, Dean, Graduate School
ALMA MATER

IN THE ROLLING HILLS OF BINGHAMTON

Words by Xin Engel, music by David Engel ’86, arrangement by Daniel Fabricius

In the rolling hills of Binghamton
’Neath everchanging skies
Where two gently flowing rivers meet,
We form our cherished ties.

Together we spend these years,
United in our aim.
Through our bold pursuit of excellence,
We proudly bear your name.

Chorus:
O Binghamton, we carry thee
With us for all our time
And through us individually
Forever may you shine.